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On several ,occasions we have referred to the spirit of 
xaO'geration that inspires the modern educational re-;~n~er. With him,. tl~ere is no middle ground. A 
method or a system IS eIther wholly good or wholly bad. 
I deed, this setms to be the traditional spirit of educa-n "M I tional " reforms. ore t 1a11 a century ago, Rousseau 
wrote, in his Emile: "Take the road directly opposite to 
that which is in use, and you will almost always do right." 
(p'1'elleZ Ie. contrepied de l'usage, et vous fe1'ez ,presque 
toUj01t1'S bzen); and last summer? at . Ch~utauqua, Mr. 
Parker announced the same doctnne II! stIll more abso-
lute terms. More than two centuries ago, with W 01£-
gang Ratich, there began a reaction a~ainst a st~p~d 
slavery to the text, and to mere authOrIty; and wltl11n 
these few months, a distinguished educator of Massa-
chusetts has proved that" a good method of oral instruc-
. tion" 1S the only true method of teaching children, and 
has written an elaborate essay to prove that the written 
method of instruction is almost absolutely worthless! 
Mr. Adams has discovered that the current system of 
school supervision is wholly bad,. and in a late number of 
one of our most widely read magazines, he exhausts the 
resources of satire, sarcasm, anci contempt, to give cur-
rency to his new discovery. And now comes Mr. 
Richard Grant White to demolish the little that Mr. 
Adams had left. It is not merely the text-book and 
school supervision that are hopelessly bad, but the entire 
educational system of the country is an imposition and a 
fraud. Mr. White was not to be beaten b)r Mr. Adams 
and Mr. Dickinson; no small discoveries were compatible 
with Ins genius. 
In ,all this there is one solid source of comfort; the 
worst stroke has come, and, if we survive it, we may col-
lect our scattered wits and go on again in our old way. 
There is one absolutely safe principle in dealing with 
the declamation and pretense of anarchists of every sort , 
and degree, whether religious, educational, or social. It 
is this: Any IUlman z'nstz'tution that Itas grown to be wlzat 
z't 1lOW £s tltrouglt the ejJ01'ts 0/ su,ccessz've gene1'atious of tlte 
wz'sest and the best, has a 'very la1'ge element 0/ tmz'mpeaeh-
able t1'1tth z'n z't. 
When Mr. Ingersoll declares that the world would _.be 
better off without the church, no one need be discon-
certed, for the hypothesis is antecedently incredible. 
When Mr. Dickinson has proved, in ' 'philos'ophical 
phrase, that text-book instruction is valueless, w~ know 
that his conclusion is absurd, because it is contrary to all 
enlightened human experience. ~ Not only our 'public 
school system as a whole, but our system of school 
supervision as well, have g"rowll to be what they are 
through the enlightened efforts 9f succeeding generations 
of thoughtful men and women; and the hypothesis that 
they are essentially and largely false in purpose and 
method is an absurdity unworthy o( a moment's atten-
tion. This should be Our rilo~e of dealirig with anarchists 
of every kind and degree. In education, we do not ad-
mit that revolution is , ever profitable; here, the most 
that any sane man can demand is evolution, growth; 
and whoever would break violently and abruptly with 
the old is a false guide to be suspected and shunned. 
The true reformer will seek to fulfill, to complete, to de-
velop, not tl? overturn and to destroy. And so we listen 
with composure to the declamations of Messrs. Adams, 
Parker, Dickinson, and White. 
We shall be misunderstood if we ,are thought to give no 
significance to the phenomena under discussion; they are 
at once the products ' and the signs of the times in wh.ich 
we live. And they are signs of good omen. ' It is evi-
dent that we are passing out of a period of indifierence 
into a period of discussion and criticism. Every ,period 
of ferment in 'human opinions is an evidence of life and a 
prophecy of progress. But such ferments always engen- ' 
der a brood of falst7 prophets. The purpose they serve 
is to d}rect attention to centers and sources of agltation, 
an:d so to put wiser and safer men in the path of progress. 
Systems of public instruction have impei'fections that 'are 
inseparable from human 'institutions of every kind and 
name. In their ear-lier ,growth, there wiH be a hlrge ,ele-
ment of the instinctive or spontaneous order; ana tne 
dawn of conscious or purposive growth is always charac-
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terized by discussion and by the rise of the critical spirit. 
In our educational history we are passing into a ne,,, 
phase. of growth; we are on the eve of a transition from 
the empirical to the scientific or rational. H enceforth 
our progress is to take place under the tutelage of reflec-
tion. OUl' general hne of advance will be determined by 
two points. One of these, what ltas beeu, is fixed; the 
other, what oug-lzt. to be, is variable within certain limits, 
and as we go on we shall correct our course by observa-
tion and chart. Landsmen will shout to us that ~ll along 
we have been on the wrong course, and that we are go-
ing straight to destruction. Excited seamen will point 
to this Scylla and that Charybdis, but we ""ill try to keep 
our heads, and hold the middle way, which we know to 
be the safest . course. 
Mr. Adams and Mr. White have their use; and from 
the point of view we have indicated their admonitions 
may be invaluable. As guides and prophets,· they deserve 
no serious attention; but as they may point out defects 
and dangers, they may do invaluable service. The real 
molding of our educational policy will be done by wiser 
and safer minds,- by men who can observe two phases 
of a great truth 'at the same tiine, and are shrewd enough 
to hold on to the past while reaching out for the future. 
A progressive conservatism is the only policy that com-
mands respect or deserves confidence. In things educa-
tional, the general line of progress is the normal one; and 
the efforts of thinkers must be limited to the task of mak-
ing such corrections as will give greater directness to this 
line; but its continuity must be pursued. ' Again we say, 
beware of extremists, and especially of those extremists 
who form their opinions under no· limitations imposed by ' 
experience and special knowledge of the subject they 
discuss. 
Against Mr. \Vhite:s impeachment of the moral effi-
cacy of enlightenment, we beg leave to quote the 
opinions of one of the most eminent scholar~ of the age, 
Ernest Renan. The following paragraph is translated 
from a brochure entitled, La Part de La Famille et de 
L'Etat dans L'Educatz'on. (Paris: 1869') 
"The question of education is for modern societies a ques-
tion of life or of death, a question on which their future de-
pends. Our stand has been resolutely taken in this respect. 
We shall n~ver recede from this philosophical principle, that 
every man is entitled to enlightenment. We are confident that 
enlightenment" is beneficent, and that if it be attended with some 
dangers, it alone can provide a remedy for them. Let th~se 
who do not believe in the reality of duty, who regard morality 
as an illusion, preach the dreary doctrine of the necessary d~gra-· 
dation of a part of the human race; but for us who have abso-
lute confidence in moral truth, such a doctrine is out Of the. 
questioq. At any price, let come what may, let there be more 
lightl This is our motto. and we shall never abandon it. 
"I know that many mmds, and some·of them of the better 
order, ·have doubts on this subject. They are alarmed at the 
progress ·which, in these days, is carrying knowledge to portions 
of the human race that up to this moment have Deen excluded 
frem it. There are, they say, in human labor, humble duties to 
which an educated and eultivated man will ne~er submit". The 
awakening of the intelligence is always accomp;mied with more 
or less of revolt; the diffusion of instruction will make wholly 
impossible order, subordination, and obedience to authority, 
without which humanity has thus far been unable to exist. 
This is very bad reasoning, and , I even venture to say, very im-
pious reasoning. This IS the· reason which was invoked for 
centuries to maintain slavery. The world, it was said, has need 
of menial services that a free man will never as£ume; hence 
slavery is necessary. But slavery has disappeared, and the 
world has not gone to destruction on that account. Ignorance 
wIll also disappear, and the world will not . go to ruin . The 
reasoning that I oppose proceeds from a low and false assump-
tion-that instfllction serves only for the practical use that is 
made of it; so that he who, on account of his social position, 
cannot give a money value to intellectual culture, has no need 
of that culture. Literature, according to this mode· of thinking, 
is useful only to the man of letters; science, only to men of 
Science; and good manners only to men of the world. The 
poor-man· ought to be ignorant, for \ education and knowledge 
would be useless to·him. This is blasphemy. Culture of mind 
and culture of soul are duties of every man. They are not 
simple ornaments, but are things as sacred as religion. If 
mental culture wer·e a frivolous thing, it might be held tMr.~it . 
was not intended for all; but if it be a sacred ' thing par e"!lfel-
lmcc, no one should be excluded from it. One does not dare 
say, at least in a Christian country, that religion is a thing re-
served. for the few. that the poor and humble man ought to be 
excluded from the church. And so instruction, . the culture of 
the soul, is our religion, and we have not the right to deprive 
anyone of it. To condemn a man, a prio,rz', not to receive in-
struction, is to declare that he has no soul, that he is not the 
son of God and of the light. This . is the climax of impiety." 
DICTE'E. 
T(J tlu E dit(Jr (Jf the Weekly.- . 
\\Till the writer of the article under the above caption in the issue of Oct. 
14 have the kindness to tell us more about dictee ? 
AN INQUIRER. 
BATTLE CREEK, MIGH .• Nov. 8, 1880. 
The article referred to, p, 198, recites several of the iroportant 
advantages of what the French call "dz'ctee en tex te suz'vt'," mean-
ing a proper arrangement of words in a coherent sentence to 
express a certain intended sense. Their learners becoLlle good 
writers by writing; and the hand learns to spell at the same 
time, under supervision of the remembering eye; and this 
almost incidentaily and gratuitously-at least with almost no 
special effort. But the eye must not be mystified by b ;:ing 
made to look at false spellings, which thus may print their forms 
on the retina, and be stored up in the wonderiul photograph 
galleries of mental vision, ready, when memory makes an effort 
to recall the letter form of the word, to spring to view in place 
of the bona fide forms. 
It is utter "folly to depend upon the ear as a guide to the hand 
in actual spelling. The years that are thrown away eve,y year 
in noisy, -time killing, vocal spelling are almost a dead loss. Its 
~hief effect is to induce in very many cases a squealing falsetto, 
injurrng the voice and infecting the reading with acrid inflections, 
ruinous to all natural and pleasing modulations. And it consumes 
more than all the time actually necessary for learning to write 
words down in good form; first as simple phrases; then orderly 
sentences, with .observance of all those details of capitals and 
stops, which point the sense, and of such changes as English still 
retains some few of, but happily less than other western languages, 
-viz: such as express ohanges of number, gender, comparison, 
adverbiality, tense, case, etc. All the essentials of Grammar 
become familiar by this writing practice without the pupil being 
troubled with the learning of an incomprehensible rule or bewil~ 
dered with a host of ever-changing, because unsatisfactory and 
often baseless terms. The. same may be said of all that is 
practical and really useful in Rhetoric. 
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The hand becomes so dextrous and ready at this location of 
words with pen or pencil as to make writing (in the words of 
Supt. Parker) " .as easy as talking." Grammars which profess to 
to teach how to speak and write correctly, as well as how to 
spell and punctuate-have been put out of the Quincy .schools, 
-that is tile books have, yet Supt. Northrop of Connecticut says 
that the children there write and talk better and earlier and 
more easily and readily tlian in any schools of any town within 
his knowledge. F0r they have "conversation" too, . on their 
program there, and they learn to talk good -sentences as well 
as to write them. And they enjoy the exercises. They are 
"facile and felicitous" in expression, Supt. N. says; and it is a 
result of their learning words by using them, phrases by making 
them, and sentences by writing them. 
Copying their reading exercise from the printed .page is the 
initiation of this practice, and in the course of a year the hand 
and eye attain a degree of expertness. Soon this e'xpertness 
e aples the hand to go on copying mechanically, even while the 
at ~htion wanders, leaving the memory of the eye unexercised. 
It is then thal the very valuable improvement of suppling dictee 
in characters showing 01lly tIle pronzmdatio1l, without any letters 
or spelling, comes in with admirable service. It greatly widens 
arid de~pens the drill. Every sound is shown by a simple and 
changless sign. Being intended for children, the simplest and 
easiest possible mode of writing is used. Occasional practice 
in the use of these characters is equivalent to 'first lessons in 
artistic. drawing. The utterance of the sounds they represent _ 
which IS t~e ~eans of determining what word is represented' by 
any comblllatlOn of them-assu:es the full enunciation of ~very 
part of :very word that enters 1.ntl) every daily exercise. And 
as there IS 1Iot a Zetle?' shown, either to mislead or to guide the 
speller, the memory of the eye is kept alert and observant. It 
cannot go to sleep and it soon acquires the habit of noticing the 
structure of every word and the appendages of every sentence 
that is read. Thus ' it becomes as ready in reproducing these 
when wanted as in calling up every detail of the looks, dress, or 
other particulars of the appearance of a friend or any scene that 
has been looked at for the first time, and looked at with a special 
interest. ' 
The only bar to the extended use of this superior method is 
the natural hesitation of a teacher or a teacher of teachers about 
, undertaking to use a strange looking set of signs that at first view 
. are "all Greek." But actual use soon proves that it is all very 
clear and fully expressed English; and on trial it turns out very 
commonly that little ones of ten will learn to pronounce the 
words from it quite as soon as the teacher ;-often sooner, from 
having no preconceptions to get rid of, or side grooves of 
thought .or care to fall into. The learning of the half-dozen 
signs used in a first lesson is a matter of but a few minutes; and 
others are added, as wanted, with scarcely an effort. The teach-
er is apt to find some unsuspected own faults of speech corrected 
by the use of a booklet of homographic dictee. As to trouble-
when the signs are once known he has but to mark off so much 
to be written-out, and then the spellers neither require his as-
sistance, nor make any interferent noise untik.their slates are 
given in to be examined, and marked at quiet leisure. Each of 
them has a dictionary for reference as to an 'occasional ,:;trange 
word. 
An alphabet of homographic script adapted to English is sent 
from the Phonetic Depot, Tyrone, Pa, j for five cents; or with 
notes and illustrations of use for nine €entl! j and a manual ef 
homographic dictee (01' fifteen cents. 
In French there are many more varieties of terminations to 
words, than in English, resulting from changes of tense, gender, 
and irregularities of declension, etc., and all these have corres-
ponding orth'ographical changes, even when, as often, there is 
no change at all of pronunciation. Their books of dictee in 
type turn upon illustrations of these largely, and of the peculiar 
uses of capitals and of the accents which' they employ to distin-
guish certain variatiops of vowel sounds. For they are very 
precise and phonetic as to their vowels; but the consonants are 
thrown in by handfuls, with wantonest extravagance. 
FACES. 
ANEW SYSTEM OF PHYSIOGNOMY FOUNDED ON 
COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. . 
By FRANK B. SCOTT, Artist. 
Section V. 
RADIATE FORMS AND CENTRAL MOUTHS. 
CUVLER included all the lower forms of a:nimal life· in one sub-Kingdom under the name of Radiate. We might here 
notice that what we call sub-Kingdoms he called Grand Divisions, 
of which he had four, the Radiate being the lowest. The simplest 
of these fonns are now erected into a separate sub-Kingdom,--':" 
the Protozoa, and nearly all the rest at:e' arranged under the 
Ccelenterata, a name given I believe by Prof. Huxley. 
The radiate' order of arrangement is not confined to anyone 
sub-Kingdom. In each there are examples of a central mouth 
surrounded with diverging appendages, and therefore in a' certain 
sense they are Radiates. 
The Star-fish is one of the best represen-
tatives of the radiate form, as in some spe-
cies it takes the regnlar figure of a five-
pointed star. Naturalists are not agreed in 
what sub-Kingdom it and some kindred 
forms should be placed: If the Cuttle-fish 
is a Mollusk why not. the Star-fish? The 
Cuttle-fish with its arms radiating frpm a 
central mouth is a.s much a Radiate 
as a Star-fish, and each could be ar-
ranged uuder the same sub-Kingdom. 
The stomach of the Star-fish is dis-
tinct from the-body cavity, and the 
rays are furnished with sucking 
discs, only they are attached by 
filaments which can be extended at 
will. * 
THE NUMBER FIVE. 
~ive or its multiple i~ a reigning 'number in the 
al1lmal and vegetable Kmgdoms. It is not so evi- *.~ 
dent in the mineral Kingdom. In none is it univer-
sal, but general. In the Star-fish there are five 
rays j in the <;uttle-fish there are two of a peculiar 
structure, which are wanting in allied species._ In 
the Sand-star and Brittle-star there are five rays. In the Feath-
er-star th.e five divide near their or.igin, forming ten slepd~r rays 
of a feathered appearance. . 
In the Vegetable Kingdom there are many star-shaped flowers. 
The majority of single flowers have five petals, and many double' 
flowers had originally only the same number, as is proved by the 
single, ones amo'ng the seedlings. . .-
Leaves are often star-shaped. By enlarging one or more rays 
at the expense of the others" or giving curved instead of fight 
lines, or serrated edges or sub· divisions of the le~f, we can make 
' Th. ,"Mill dlfFer.nc. II In their Intimal Irraq.m.JlI. In thll tho Cil~t1e.fttb I0Il 
all (.rlll)'lInli thelruuyPl 1I~lhe Mollualc ~ the Star.II.II.cellll" aome .11.1*..,1111 
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one hundred modifications until the original star-form is 'hardly 
discoverable. 
In truit-the seed-cells are frequently arranged in a similar ra-
diate order of five. If we cut an apple or pear in two cross-wise, 
there is the s:lme five-pointed star-form. 
If we pass from the fruit to the tree on which it grew and ex-
amine the buds on a new shoot, we find them arranged in a 
!!piral form, nve buds growing once round the shoot and the 
sixth on a line with the first and commencing a new series sim-
ilar to the first. It is the upward growth of the shoot added 
to the radiate arrangement of the buds that gives the spiral 
form. 
If now we draw the figure of a man in the outline of a star his 
stomach will be in the place of the central mouth of the Star-fish, 
and he will occupy the five rays with his head and hands and 
feet. Then a second series of five will be observable in each 
division,-five senses in the face, five fingers on each hand and 
five toes on each foot. We thus have a primary system,-five 
prim~ry divisions and each division sub·divided by five. 
In man,-as in other Vertebrates,-the mouth is not directly 
over the stomach as in the star-fish, nor are the hands and feet 
oral appendages, but tliese are carried away from the body by 
intermediate parts,-the head by a neck, the hands by arms and 
the feet by legs. 
,GEOMET RICAL ORDER. 
Why i~ it that we find the number five so often repeated un-
der ~o many difierent forms in the vegetable and animal King-
, doms? . 
Nature is simple and is a unit, and her foundations are laid in 
the simplest geometncal proportions and numbers. These two 
Kingdoms are formed on a radiate plan. In geometry the sim-
plest and most elementary radiate form is divisible by five. Ex-
A\ / ___ lJi ! --- ~>, /<' _ _ ' 1 ___ __ ~ 2 ___ .~:~(!i,-~ / , , : ' I 
/ \ I I, V 
tend the lines that form a triangle (Fig. I. )' and they diverge in-
to space j the lines of a square (Fig. 2.) to the same j but i'f the 
lines that bonnd a pentagon (Fig 3.) are extended, instead. of 
diverging into space they approach each other and form five 
rays. In the hexagon (Fig. 4.) the star has six rays. It is a 
compound fignre formed by placing two of No. lover each 
other in opposite directions. Thus the star with five rays is the 
simplest radiate form; and l?eing the simplest is the reason of its 
common occurrence in Nature. 
Out next section will be "a central mouth in the Vertebrata." 
THE BENEFITS OF TEACHERS'lNSTITUTES. 
S. ,McBRIDE, Blue Mound, Illinois. 
THE first important result that presents itself to our mind as being brought ab'out by these meetings is the unity of 
feeling among teachers. The t~s.cher who stands alone in the 
schoolroom needs active sympathy from those who know how to 
,appreciate his difficulties a~d who have under~one the same 
trials. Many have to contend against the indifference of parents 
in regard to their children's weUfare, lack of interest in education 
in general, indifference or total lack of support from the board of 
directors; and in such cases, the teacher who can meet with his 
fellow teachers and talk of these difficulties and discuss the various 
metho~s proposed to , remedy the~e eyils, will find the huge 
mountain that he carried on his shoulders frorn the school room on 
Friday evening, reduced to almost if not quit~ a mole hill when 
he goes back to work on Monday morning. Though he may 
have none of the difficulties just named, yet there are perplexing 
events occurring continually, which he dislikes to tell to others 
because they cannot understand or appreciak the circumstances. 
But to those who have had the experience and have' suffered the 
same anxieties, he can communicate his troubles and be benefited 
by so doing. This earnest sympathetic feeling that enables one 
to know that he is not alone in his work, that his labor is known 
and appreciated by his fellow laborers, is a mig'hty encourage-
ment to put forth greater efforts and 'more earnest endewors to 
do faithful work. This feeling is shared to a greater or less 
degree by' all who attend these maetings. 
Another important benefit is the unity of purpose which is 
inspired by these meetings. 
The purpose of each il,dividual in teaching is according to 
his ideal of the true teacher, and naturally, this w ill vary more 
or less from that of every other individual, but when all meet 
and the ideal of the best teacher is placed before ~ll, the others 
forget their own crude fancies and aim to produce something' 
worthy of their labor. The way by which the ideal of each may 
be best brought about will be thOUg!lt different by different 
persons, but the purpose of each will be more nearly the same as 
these meetings are held and these subjects discussed. 
The one purpose of accomplishing more good and performing 
better work will be in the minds of all who are interested enough 
to attend these meetings. 
The third point we shall notice is the benefit to be derived 
from the discussion of means to be employed in school work. 
The manner of conducting recitations, the method ,of impart-
ing instruction, the things to be taught, and when they shall be 
'taught, are subjects which are discussed and which are fruitful 
of many good results 'in the education of youth. The methods 
of diSCIpline are often noticed. The objects of good order, the 
ends to be attained by it, and how it can best be brought about, 
these and similar topics are often the subjects of discussion. 
What shall be done with certain unruly pupils, What will best 
prevent tardiness, how to interest pupils in their studies, and 
other topics of interest are often discussed. The various ways 
and means being tried by the teachers are reported upon and 
those schemes which have been most successful are then recom-
mended and adopted. 
The meeting of teachers in institutes shows them that they 
belong to a profession---a profession that has for its aim one 
of the noblest purposes that can fill the mind. The aim of the 
true teacher is learning and ability; and if we wish to be worthy 
of a place among them we must work diligently to make ourselves 
proficient in learning. zealous in labor, and earnest in purpose. 
It, enables us to see that the members of our profession are' 
continually advancing in it. 
It helps us to see that we have a great work to do, and must 
never say fail; a distinctive work that needs a special-preparation 
to perform. ' It enables us to classify our experience into prin-
ciples which must be followed if we would succeed. It gives us 
a power and position ~e could not otherwise obtain. It gives 
us a place and influence in _ society that we would npt receive 
without and is the cause in a certain degree of the respe~t we 
receive from the world. 
Then there is the enthusiasm that is created by the contact of 
one mind with another; the enthusiasm which fills the mind to 
overflo'Ying, and is disp'ens~d -to all by some leac;ling svirit ,that 
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is thoroughly alive to the ~vork that is before him. This enthu-
siasm for knowlege is not the least among the benefits gained by 
teachers' institutes, and the more the teacher comes in contact 
with those who are thoroughly alive to their work, the more 
enthusiasm he will have and the more he will inspire, the pupils 
to higher aims and nobler' purposes. 
The social features of institutes are beneficial and most need-
ful. The teacher while engaged in school duties has but little 
time for recreation and social enjoyment. If he is faithful, his 
school work occupies most of his time, and ,he must decline to a 
certllin degree all invitations to social gatherings. , Being in 
contact with tho~e of inferior learning be begins to grow egotistic, 
and not unnaturally so. Such surroundings would, without 
something to counteract, lead him to be a p:"dantic pedagogue. 
But his social nature having been neglected while at duty in the 
school room, is again developed when brought into communica-
tion with his fellow teachers. He has again that better feeling 
that we are all related by the'great ties of one common humanity., 
and that we owe the duty of sociability to each other. He 
comes in contact with others who are equal and 'perhaps 
superior to him in intellectual accompli3hments. His feeling 
of pride soon gives way to one of respect and admiration for 
those qualifications of mind in others, which he thought he alone 
possessed. He goes back to his work more humble. Having 
found that he does not know all, he is better prel>ared to look 
over the failings of others. He is a better man than he was and 
is more respected by all who have-to do with him. 
-= 
NE W OR OLD-A REPL Y. 
It was certainly most gratifying to me, -though by no means consistent, ""': 
to notice mt name affixed to that' of Dr, Sauveur, in a very able article of the 
last number of the WEEKLY. If this, however, was done merely to point 
out the incompatibility of views entertained by Dr. Sauveur and myself, in 
reference to the various methods of teaching French, German, or any other 
living tongue,-I am still more gratified. This affixing of names,-however 
flattering it may be for one to seem to be classified with so eminent a teacher 
llS Dr. Sauveur,-is not a source of so much pride to me as it is to be consid-
ered an opponent whose views deserve consideration at the hands of Dr. 
Zur Brlicke. 
In the article referred to, Dr. Zur Briicke says, "1 do agree with Prof. H., 
that in colleges, the natural or conversational method cannot be substituted 
for the gramll!atical." This is granting but one half of the question, and this 
concession is probably made because the Doctor knows that the "Natural" 
Method has proved a failure in colleges. Some years ago, the name of a 
well· known F rench profe. sor was mentioned in an advertisement for the 
,"Natural" method; but 'he afterwards ~rote to a certain profess'lr of French , 
and German that the only positive recommendation he was willing to give 
, was that the method was good for children :-this he wrote after having 
given the method full consideration, and a reasonable trial. But Dr. Zur 
Briicke speaks of the " cotlVcrsatiollal mcthod." Does he mean the "natural" 
method 1 If the conversational method is the "natural " method; what name 
shall we give to the method which brings about c01lVersatiOl~ during and 
through the study 01 grammar? Have 1 ever said that conversation should 
not bel taught? Now, if conversation can be taught at Ihe same time as 
graI1l1llar,-and this can be, should be, mzd is done by those teachers who 
actually understand the trlle principles of the old method,-it does s~em to 
me that the results must be more satisfactory than to attempt conversation 
alom. If no more time is required to teach both grammar and conversation 
than to teacti cOlwersation a/one, why advocate a system which disregards 
grammar,-at least, if 1 be not mistaken,-until one has learned that which 
can just 'as well be taught at the same hme, c')nversation1 
, Does the method yield to the absurd ideas of some 50-called educators, 
who reject the study of Grammar, not only.for a time, but for ever? I do 
not wish to believe this, for popularity obtaineq. at this sacrifice, cannot be 
las~g, and I so far favor the "New" Method as to wish to see it continue and 
grow, for the sake of having teachers who can teach the modern languages to 
childrm, Again, wi'th those who do not know nnything of the graminar of 
the mother tongue, It IS certainly better to use a method which does not in-
clude grammar. If your pupils, whether students or children, do not under-
, stand those principles upon which the mother tongue is basee,-and I am 
sorry to say that there are such students, i1t alld out oj zmiveasities,-of course 
it is useless, even absurd, to attempt to take advantage of a method which 
has more than one way of imparting knowledge. !fyour pupilt, 'however, 
do know something of the English grammar, do 1Iot use a method which 
adapts itself to undeveloped minds only. This is the commonest of the prin-
ciples of the science of education. 
1 will be just as frank as Dr. Zur Briicke, and confess that onr University 
studenfs may not be as fluent in their use of French and German as some who 
have studied (1) conversation only. Just here, then, the question is: which 
is the better of the two, a good knowledge of grammar combined with a very 
fair ability to speak, or a very fair ability to speak, and Itothing mort? If 
Dr. Zur Briicke has "yet to meet a graduate of Yale or H arvard ......... who 
is able to express himself forcibly" in Fiench or German, let him come to our 
University, and we will take pleasure in affording him the opportunity ot hear-
ing recitations conducted in French and German, and of conversing, in either 
French or German, with ultdergm duates, who have been, and are taught ac-
corning to the so-called "old" method. . 
Finally, any TRUE TEACHER, whatever be 'tne method used, will, and must 
be successful, whether or not he dt:ems it advisable to add a certain amount 
of repetition and gesticulation. Now, there is considerable repetition ' and 
gesticulation in the "natural" method. The teacher, therefore, using this 
method will be successful in proportion to the amount of actual m thusiasm 
displayed,-not merely played. It will be conceded that one should avoid 
mechanical teaching. How much of the mechanical is there in the new 
method? That is to say, how much of the mechanical is there in repetition 
and gesticulation? That, and nothing else, is the aClual question ;-answered' 
. often enough; but never to the satisfaction of those who do uttderstand the 
spirit of the text book system, and not merely the text of the books. The word 
." M#/tod" is but a word; the teacher is every thing. Now, if the so·called 
"natural" method can teach the spoken language together with the grammar 
of the language,-Illore or less well, according to the ability of the teacher,-
it will accomplish as much, or rather, just what the "old" method does ac-
complish, under more or less favorable circumstances, i. e. more or less well 
with more or less competent teachers. One more word: " The teachers of mod, 
ern laltguages are not, as a body, competent." 1 quote from a lecture delivered . 
in the East, last summer, by one having some reputation as an edueator in 
this country, a partisan of the "natural" method. Failure comes, therefore, 
not from ~his or that m~thod; b?t from this or that teacher. A bsurd j ailurtS 
1 have wItnessed; but 10 every IOstance, they could be ascribed to the teach-
ers,-some, partisans of the new method ; some, partisans of the old method. 
As for success 1 must say, in conclusion, it has,-as far as my observation has 
gone,-seldom, very stldom, been due to the fact that the new method had 
been used ALONE, either in or out of the recitation room. 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. AU' ItED HENNEQUIN. 
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 
,-Henry M. Douglass, formerly instructor in the Illinois State University 
is issuing a transla'.io~ of A. de Bary's Botaltische Zeitung , Strassburg. It j; 
published at South RIchland, N. Y., at one dollar for ten numbers. 
-The manuscript work d~lle by the schools ?f Clarion county, Penn., 
probably surpasses that done 10 any other county 11l that state, if not in any 
state. Sup't A. J. Davis has persistently followed out a plan to , have the 
schools of the county prepare an annual ,exhibit of their work, and his enthu-
siaSm in this direction has produced excellent results. From no other county 
in the Union have so many orders come to the pub1ishers of the WEEKLY for 
a uniform style of examination paper and binders as from Clarion county. At 
the word of their superintendent the teachers take hold of the work with a 
heartiness and enthusiasm which must be very encouraging and gratifying to 
him. ' 
- Professor S. S. Hamill is engaged in teaching large and enthusiastic 
classes in the capital of Mormondom. His salary is five /tundred dollars per 
week. He writes th,at three years ago he received , ten thousand dollars for 
his year's labor. and it never occurred to him that he would more than 
double that amount. The night before his writing he and his daughter read 
to a three hundred dollar house. B~t he disclaims any mercenary motive in 
this m~tter i money is a resul.t, not the ?bject. of his teaChing. He loves the 
work, IS domg good, the people appreciate hIS labors, and he is happy. He 
would probably want to teach all the same if lie were in heaven. If he ever 
gets away from Salt Lake City, he will go on to Californi~ and then to Aus-
tralia and England. He wants the WEEKLY to follow hin:, and it will if he 
keeps us. informed of his whereabouts. 
-----------------A LadY's Wish , 
" Oh, how I do wish my skin was as clear and 50ft as yours " said a lady to 
her friend. "You can easily make it so," answered the friend. "How~" in- ' 
quired the fir.st lady. "By using Hop Bitters, that makes puve riell blood and 
blooming health. It did it for me as you observe." Read of it.-Oairo .Bul-
letin. • 
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THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
AN EXERCiSE IN ORTHOEPY. 
ByM. A. M. · 
[Let some member of the family read this story aloud, while with the di~­
tionary, a late edition of either Worcester or Webster, and any other good 
helper in the study of our language, the others criticise and. correct or confirm 
the reader's pronunciation. There are 225 words here which are frequently 
mis.pronounced.] 
GEOFFREY, surnamed Winthrop, sat in the depot at Chicago waiting for his train and reading the "Tribune," when a 
squadron of sqalid street Arabs OncoIEparable for squalor) 
thronged a neighboring alley, uttering hideous cries, accom-
panied by inimicable gestures of heinous exultation, as they tor-
tureri a humble Dlack-and-tan dog. 
"You little blackguards!" cried Winthrop, steJ:ping outside 
and confronting them: adding the inquiry, "Whose dog is 
that ?" 
"That audacious Caucasian has the bravado to interfere with 
our cl.ique," tauntingly shrieked one indisputable little fuffia.n, 
exhibiting combativeness_ 
'''What will you take for him?" asked the lenient Geoffrey, 
ignoring the venial tirade. 
"Twenty-seven cents," piquantly answered the ribald urchin, 
grabbing the crouching dog by the ' nape. 
"You can buy licorice and share With the indecorous coad-
jutors of your condemnable cruelty," said Winthrop, paying the 
price and taking the dog from the child. Then, catching up 
his valise and umbrella, he hastened to his train . Winthrop ' 
. satisfied himself that his sleek protege was not wounded, and then 
cleaued the cemen't from the pretty cpllar, and read these words: 
" 'Leicester. Licensed, No. II, 1880.' " 
H~aring the pronunciation of his name,. the docile canine ex-
pressed gratitude and pleasure, aild then sank exhausted at his 
new patron's feet ,- and slept. 
Among the other passengers was a magazine contributor writ-
ing vagaries of Indian literature t 3:lso two physicians-a somber, 
irrevocably irrefragable allopathist, and a genial homceopathist 
. who made a specialty of bronchi'. is. Two peremptory attorneys 
from the legislature of Iowa were discussing the politics of the 
epoch and the details of national finance, while a wan, dolorous 
person wearing concave gla.;se. alternately ate troches and al-
monds for a sedative, and sought coridolence, in a high, lament-
able treble, from a lethargic and somewhat deaf and enervate 
comrade not yet acclimated . Near three exemplary brethren 
(probably sillecurists) sat a· gruup of humorous youths; and , a 
jocose sailor (lately from Asia) in a blouse waist and tarpaulin 
hat was· amusi ng his patriotic juvenile listeners by relating a 
ser,ies of the most extraordinary legends extaht, suggested by the 
conknts of his knapsack, whicl~ he was calmly and leisurely ar~ 
l anging in a pyranJidal form on a three· legged stool. Above 
swung figurec placards with museum and lyceum advertisements, 
too verbose to be misconstrued. • 
A mature matron of medium height and her comely daughter 
'soon entered the car, and 'took seats in front of-Winthrop (who 
recalled having seen them one Tuesday in February in the par-
quet of a theater). The young lady had recently made her 
debut into society at a musjcal soiree at het aunt's. She held an 
exquisite bouquet of flow~rs that ex.haled sweet perfume. She 
said to her parent, "Mamma, ,hall we eYer fing iny 19at 
Leicester ?' I 
Geoffrey immediately addressed h~r, sayillg, as he presented 
his card: 
"Pardon' my apparent intrusiveness; but, prithee, have you ' 
lost a pet dog?,' 
The explanation that he had been stolen was scarcely neces 
sary j for Leicester, just awaking, vehemently expressed his in-
explicable joy by buoyantly vibrating between the two like the 
sounding-lever used in telegraphy (for to . neither oCthem would 
'he show partiality), till, succumbing to ennui, he purported to 
take a recess, and sat on his haunches, complaisantly contem-
plating his friends . It was truly an interesting picture. , 
They reached their destination ere the ~unwas beneath the , 
horizon. Often during the slimmer Winthrop gallantly rowed 
from the quay with the na'ive and blithe ,Beatrice in her jaunty 
yachting suit i but no coquetry shone from the depths of her 
azure eyes. Little Less, their jocund confidant and courier {and 
who was as sagacious as a spaniel), always attended them on 
these excursions, and whene' er they 'rambled through the wood-
land paths; while the band played strains from Beethoven, 
Mendelssohn, Bach, and others, they promenaded the long cor-
·ridors of the hotel. And one evening, as Beatrice lighted the 
gas by the etagere in her charming boudoir in their suit of rooms, 
there glistened brilliantly a valuable solitaire diamond on her 
finger. 
Let us look into the future for the sequel to perfect this ro-
mance, and round a cheerful hearth we see again Geoffrey and 
Beatrice, who are paying due homage to their tiny friend 
Leicester.- Cltn'stia1l U1lio!t. 
MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT. 
Editor, DAVID KIRK, JackS'on, Minn. 
HIGHER EQUA 1IONS, 
The majo-;'ity of students in algebra drop the study without having learned 
how to solve equations higher than the second degree. This is partly owing 
to the unsatisfactory treatment of equations in most text,b09ks, and partly to 
a disposition to avoid higher processes, which permeates our educational sys-
tem. For instance, prohle,ms are solved by arithmetic that are really alge-
braic; roots are extracted by tedious methods, when they could be found 
easily by logarilhms; and problems that naturally give rise to higher equations 
are attempted to be solved without resorting to higher equations. 
The equations {X' ++y = 7 naturally give rise to an equation of the 
.'\: )' = II 
fourth degree, viz: x. - 14X'+x+38=0, but many attempt to find the 
values of x and y by means of a quadratic equation. All'such solutions tbat 
we have seen are found by assuming at the outset the very thing to be ob-
tained, viz: that X=2, and Y=3. That these are roots of the equations may 
readily be known by inspection; it is useless then to go through a process of 
reduction to find them; but there are other roots which cannot· be seen as 
easily as these, though they can be found by trial. ' 
If it is not required to find the roots accurately to more than two decimal 
places they can be ascertained by a geometrical method, for, as Descartes was 
the first to elucidate, every equation between two variahles represents some 
line either straight or curved, 
The above equation whic~ we get from the given equation. by elimiMting 
y, is a function of x. Letting y=this function we get Y=X4-14~'+x+38. 
Drawing two lines at right angles to each other to represent the co-ordinate 
axes, we can layoff the curve which this equation represents, by assuming 
certain values forr and fInding the corresponding values of y . Remem~t:t 
that x in our equation repres_ents the axis of abscissas, and :JI the allis of ot-
dinates. 
Let us begin by letting x=o, .the corresponding value of y is 38. 
Let a'= I, the reSUlting value of y is 26. 
Let '*=2, the value of y is 0, therefore 2 is II root of the equation. 
Let x=3, the corresponding value of j is = 4. Letting X;f4, the .corres-
ponding value,of J' ia 14. We Ice from tliis that the eurve passea from A 
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short distance below the axis of abscissas to a long distance above it, there is, 
therefore, a root of the above equation between 3 and 4, but nearer 3 than 4, 
which we can find by giving fractional values to x betlV:een 3 and 4 and ob-
serving the corresponding values of y . By drawing a curye through the 
points determined, and measuring carefully the distance from the origin of 
axes to the point where the curve crosses the axis of abscissas, we can find 
another value for x. The given equations give 4 roots for x and 4 for y. 
SCHOOL RECITATIONS. 
Be sure you are right-then go ahead. 
When you are sleepy, run straight off to bed. 
Before you speak crossly or act very naughty 
Just look in the glass long enough to count forty. 
Don't swear, chew, nor steal; be kind to the poor, 
Wipe your feet clea!! when you enter the door. 
I SUPPOSE WITH MY LITTLE BO Y. 
If I were a terrible Hyppomigriff 
In an island just over the moon, 
And I caught a bad cold, and my wing it got stiff, 
I'm sure I'd fly into a horrible .miff, 
Like any outrageous raccoon, 
Or a loon, 
In an island just over the moon! 
If I were a bias-grained Quirligig-gale 
And went prancing around in the dark 
And fell mto a mud-puddle under a pail, 
I'd mumble, and grumble, and rumble, and rail 
And I'd snarl like a bad-temperea shark, ' 
. Or a snark, 
As I pranced all around in the dark! 
But if I were a dear little chub of a boy 
I would try to be charmingly good 
And fill all my relations up brimful of joy 
To see their young friend such a very goud boy-
I would be just whatever I should, 
So I would I 
I would be ex·tre-men-dous-Iy good I 
.-I-fattie Whit1UY i'l Dtce",ber WIDE AWAKE. 
CHOOSING .-t DECLAMA TION. 
(A dialog1lefor two boys). 
( SCelle- a study,' HARRY, seated at a table which is strewn with books/ Elis 
Ilair itl c01ifusioll/ a knock at the door.] 
HARRY (starting to his feet). Come in I 
[Enter TOM.] 
HARRY. Hallo! Tom, just the fellow 1 want to see! 
TOM. What is the trouble? 
'. HARRY. 1 have to speak next Friday, and I can't find a good piece in the 
whole library. 
TOM. How is "the Battle of Hohen Linden ?" 
HARRY. (Ironically ). Too novel. I want an old one, one that has the 
aroma of antiquily! 
TOM. There's something in that I (Picks up a book !md tUNIS the' leaves]. 
How does this strike you? [.R~ads]. 
"Jist afther the war, in the year ninety-eight, 
The year that the byes were all scattered and bate." 
HARRY. "Shamus O'Brien!" That's not bad-but consider the length of 
it I Couldn't learn it seven long weeks I 
-TOM. "Sheridan's Ride ?" 
HARRY. (d1"a1llatically.) 
"Up from the South, at break of day, 
Bringing to Winchester fresh dismay, 
The affrighted air, ' with a shudder, bore • 
The terrible rumble and grumble and roar, 
Telling the battle was on once more, 
And Sheridan twenty miles away I" 
That was good-once. . 
--
TOM, What is "Liberty or Death" thing? Oh! yes! t TragicallY.) "1 
know. not what course others may pursue'-but· as for me, give me liberty-
or give me death I" 
HARRY. And as for me, give me less foolishness or give me a ~est I I 
mijht as well speak- . 
. "There came a burst of thunder.sound. 
. The bo)' I 0 I where WIllS he 1" 
or-
"Not a drum was heard; not a funeral note, 
As his corse to the rampart was hurried." 
or- '\ 
"Into the jaws cf death, into the mouth of hell, 
Rode the six hundred I" 
TOM. Speak Wolsey'S Soliloquy. 
"Farewell, a long farewell to all my greatness!' 
HARRY. I say, farewell, a long farewell, to all your nonsense. I want 
something modern-something-
TOM. Be cool, dear friend, and let who will be angry. What sort of a 
declamation do you want-pr9se or poetry? • 
HARRY. (slzortlv .) I don't care-anything decent-
TOM. (coolly). Marco Bozzaris ? 
HARRY. (mappishly)-Marco Bo-grand-mother ! 
TOM •. Spartacus? 
HARRY. No! nor any other 'cus. 
TOM. Breaking waves dashed high? 
HARRY. (with cOtltempt). No I 
TOM. Well, you are hard to s.uit, you'd better give flU one. 
HARRY. Are you going to speak, too 1-
TOM. Such is the solemn fact. 
HARRY. Why didn't you say so before? 
TOM. I didn't have an opportunity. 
HARRY. Well-I've an idea . . 
TOM. Is it possible?' 
HARRY. No insinuations, old fellow! Let's speak a dialogue. 
TOM. All right-only they are harder to find than declamations. 
HARRY. (dramatically.) Thomas, thou sayest true. Though dialogues 
be few, and though we cannot find, it inay be, one yet to our prese~t purpose; 
yet we'll--
TOM. Methinks I do divine thy meaning! If we cannot find the thing we 
wish, we'll--
- BOTH. (Striking hallds) . • We'llmaie one ~ 
HARRY. That's the idea, precisely- • 
TOM. Well, the plan is good enough, but where's the subject? 
H ... RRY. Why not write down this little conversation? 
TOM. A happy thought! 
HARRY. We'll "book it!" [Exelillt. 
-/-/ar/all El. Ballard, i11 Barnes' Ed. MOIItltly. 
THE RECESS. 
-Why does a donkey prefer thistles to corn? Because he's an ass. 
- Why is love like Irish poplin? Because it is three parts stuff. 
-A six· year old boy Clime home from Sunday-school boasting that he could 
beat his class singing. "How do you make that out ?" said his father. "Why, 
pa, I got done way before any of the rest." . 
-A native of Paddyland was ·asked by a neighbor if he had ever seen a 
red blackberry. "Shure, an I have," said Pat. "All biackberries are red 
when they are grane." 
-A droll 'old fellow fished a rich old gentleman out .of a mill· pond, and 
refused the offer of twenty· live cents from ·the rescued miser. "0, that's too 
much I" exclaimed he; "tain't worth it;" and he l:anded back twenty-one 
cents, saying calmly, as he pocketed the four cents,. "That's about right." 
-An old Scotch lady was told tliat her minister used notes, but ~ould not 
believe it. Said one, "Gang into the gallery and see." She did so aJld saw 
the written sermon. After the luckless preacher had concluded his reading 
on the last page, he said, "Bllt I will not enlarge." The old woman cried out 
from her lofty position, "Ye canna, ye canna, for your paper's give out." 
-The man who is curious to see how the world would get along without 
him, can find out by sticking a ' cambric needle into a mill-pond, and then 
withdrawing it and looking at the hole. 
-A thoroughly good man is invariably a brave one.-lhule Elek . . 
-The most delicate, the most sensible, of all pleasures, consists in promot. 
ing the pleasures of others •. -La Bruyere. 
-Conclusions thoughtfully reached in calm moments should .be firmly held 
in times of special temptation and excitement. 
-PROFESSOR OF LATIN-"Mr. S., I see you are a trifle rusty ID the rudi-
ments, will you decline Mulier 1" Mr. S-Mulier? Mu-' - '-1 Professor, I 
ahould like to know what .ort of a lookinj woman thi. Is before 1 declin. 
h.r," 
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THE STATES. 
MINNESOTA.- The board of Normal Regents unanimously adopted a reso-
lution at its recent session, in accordance with which a kindergarten will be 
established in connection with the Normal School at Winona, as a part of the 
model school, tuition fees of which shall not exceed $40 per annum. Mrs. 
Sarah C. Ecdeston was employed as teacher of this department, and also as 
critic teacher, at a salary 0[.$800 per annum. The Nher normal schools will 
have a similar department established as soon as it can be done upon similar 
conditions . . 
The committee having in charge the matter. of securing the co-operation of 
the nOlmal schools in holding teachers' institutes in different parts of ' the 
State, reported the following resolutions, which were unanimously adopted: 
Resolved, That the directors resident at the location of the three normal 
schools are hereby charged wah the duty of aSking the legislature for an 
Increase in the annual appropriation for current expenses, in view of the 
increase in the work in the normal schools since the present rate of aid was 
fixed by legislature five years ago. 
Resolved,'That if such aid . be granted, there shall be employed in each 
normal school a teacher especially qual ified . to conduct teachers' institutes, 
and that these teachers shall be subject to the State super!ntendent of public 
instruction for institute work under his direction, without additional salary 
from the State. 
Resolved, That this committee of resident directors be authorized to exam-
ine the· present laws governing the normal schools and, propose to the 
legislature any amendments deemed necessary. 
For the purpose of adjusting, at the beginning of the academic year, certain 
discrepancies existing between the courses of study pU'rsued in the three 
normal schools, Director Mitchell offered the following resolution~ which was 
passed: 
Re!!olved, That a committee consisting of:the presidents of the three normal 
schools be appuinted, to report at the next annual meeting of the board a 
uniform course of study, with a view to having the elementary course com-
pleted in two years and the advanced class in three years. 
Director Niles, chairman of the committee to whom was committed the 
matter of inquiring what legislation was necessary to give validity to normal 
school diplomas as certificati!S of ability in teaching, reported the following 
preamble and resolutions: 
Whereas, The normal schools have been established by the State for the 
efficiellt teachers, and graduates are required to teach at least two years 
within the state, 
Resolved, That it is the judgment of the board that the efficiency of these. 
schools will be materially increased by the following provisions: 
I. T hat the board appoint a committee for the examination of all candi-
dates for graduation. 
2. That diplomas be made valid certificates Jor two years. 
- 3. Th~t after two years, upon satisfactory evidence being furnished the 
SUllerintendent of public instruction, his endorsement shall make the diploma 
a p~rmanent certificate. 
4. The committee recommend the adoption of the above resolutions, and 
the .appointment of the presidents of the norplal schools and the superintend-




D. L. KIEHLE. 
The enrollment of students this term at the Mankato State Normal School 
had reached 205 Dec. 13, which IS considerahly more than the enrollment 
for the whule of last year. The building is in excellent condition-far better 
than before the cylone. Principal Searing is bringing the school forward at 
rapid strides. 
MICHIGAN.-Prof. Haynes of Hillsdale college has been on a lecture tour. 
The attendance in the college is about t~·enty-five. per cent more than' it was 
a year ago notwithstanding the stringent anti-tobac'Co rule enforced. 
The L~er of Dec. I I contains an article presentmg arguments for resolv-
ing the township superintendents into a county boara for the examination of 
teachers. A little of a poor thing is bad enoug h without a collection of evils· 
Professor Millar~ of Carson City has organized a lecture course for the 
benefit of his High School. 
Prof. Avery delivered the first of the Museum Lecture Course, Battle 
Creek, Dec. 14. His lecture was upon the Electric light and was listened 
to by an appreciative audience. Miss Hattie L. Frey, for seveI:al years a 
very successful teacher of the city schools, was buried last Sunday. 
Prof. E .• H . Crowell is reported to be doing a very excllent work at Wayne. 
Supt. T. C. Garner, Big Rapids, is contributing articles on educational 
topics to The Ltver. .-
Seven pupils refused to comply with the rules regarding I'hetorical_exercises 
in the Marshall high school and were suspended by Supt. Gumaer last 
Monday. 
The teachers of Sanilac county have organized a county teachers' associ 
ation with the following officers: President-Geo. A. Parker; Vice president-
C. E . . Swift ; Secretary- John M. Chute; :Treasurer-Miss Annie Stevenson: 
The next term of the Michigan military academy at Orchard Lake will 
open JaD. 4th. 
The WEEKLY continues to furnish the School Moderator with good material 
for its columns. We are pleased to note the good judgment of its editor. but 
think it no more than courtesy, to say nothing, of justice, that some kind of 
credit should be given for such articles. 
Miss Ar na E. P. Eastman will be remembered by many Michigan teachers 
~ in~tructor in the Ann Arbor high school for about ten years. Subsequently 
she graduated fr:lm the Medical department and went to D'enver, Colorado, 
. to engage in practicing her chosen profession. The Denver .Daily News of 
recent date contains an account of her marriage tei Dr. L . E. Marsh, of 
Greeley, Colorado. 
The University.-The University law ;tudents are to have Schuyler Colfax 
lecture on Washington's Birthday. The number in attendance is now 1500 
as follows: lit~rary, 505; medical,372; law, 364; pharmacy, 89; dental, 
SS ; homceopathic, 82; total 15oo.--. Lydon S. Smith, class of '77, formerly 
of Birmingham high school, now of Golden, Col., visited Ann Arbor Sunday; 
5th instant.--The holiday vacation begins Dec. 17 and extends until Jan; 
4.--Mrs. H elen W. Douglass, wife of Dr. Douglass, died Nov. 27: She 
was one of the founders of the Ann Arbor Ladies' Literary Association, and 
a prominent member of the Episcopal Church, 
:INDIANA.-Prof. Lewis Prugh, president of Vincennes University, died at 
Vincennes, Nov. 28, 1880. Prof. Prugh has been at the head of the Univer-
sity for the past eight years and was greatly esteemed by all who knew him. 
. The Steuben County Institute was held at Algona during the week begin-
ning Nov. 8. Prof. W. H. Payne of Michigan University was present and 
re~dered effici~nt service for three days. 
'Superintendent J. H. Smart and family have gone to Atlanta, Georgia, 
where he expecl~, as president of the National Association, .to perfect arrange-
ments for the meeting next summer. 
Prof. Smart has issued a unique and valuable pamphlet on the subject of 
Reading for Young People. It is a compilation of hints and suggestions from 
various sources upon the subject and contains carefully prepared lists of juve-
nile books that can be safely recommended to young people as profitable 
reading. The table of contents will indicate very clearly the scope of the 
work. It is about as follows. 
I. On Bad Literature, with quotations Irom Noah Porter, Prof. W. G. 
Sumner, and others. 
2. Public Libraries, with quotations from Prof. R. C. Metcalf and Prof. W. 
G. Atkinson. 
3. What can bedone by the teachers, with quotations from Chas. F. Adams, 
Wm. A. Jon~s, Geo. P. Brown, and others. 
4. The Responsibilities of Parents, with lists of books. 
Then follow several dissertations on the use of reference books, on the 
, history of clubs and ' reading circles, on how to read and what to read, on 
books and reading, and on oral lessons in history, contributed by Miss Mary 
W . ~inman, Mrs. May Wright Sewall, Mrs. L. B. Swift, Rev. O. C. Mc-
Culloch, and Wm. T. Harris. This pamphlet is full of valuable suggestiont 
and is worthy of the most extensive circulation, as there is no more importan 
or difficult question at the present time for teachers or parents than haw to 
make the power to read a blessing and not a curse to the rising generation. 
This question is to receive a large share of attention in the State Association 
at its approacliing meeting. 
P rogram of the Twenty-seventh A 1mttal Muthlg of the h ldiatla State 
Teachers' Association to be held in Masonic fIa", It/diallopolis, December 28, 
29,30 • 
Tuesday Eveniftg- I ' Address of Welcome. 2. Response by retiring Pres-
ident, J. T. Merrill, Sup't Lafayette school. 3. Inaugural Address-President 
elect Cooper, Sup't Richmond schools. 4. Appointment of Committees. 5. 
Miscellaneous Business. 
Wed.mday iI1orning-"Analytical Reading"-Joseph Carhart, A. - M., 
State Normal School. Discussio~ led 'by L. H. Jones, Asst. Supt. Indiana-
polis schools; *W. H. Fertich, Sup't Mishawaka schools. 2 "Lessons from 
the life of Shelley"-F. P. Adams, Prin. Normal School, -Danville. Discus-
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sion led by *Miss Catharine Merrill, Butler University; and Prof. John B. 
Demotte Asbury University. 3. Miscellaneous. 
Aflern'oon Susioll-4. "Educational Exhibit at International Exposition" 
_ John L. Campbell, A. M., LL. D., Waba>h College. Discussion led by 
John S. Erwin, Supt. Fort Wayne schools. 5. "Whom we Teach-What we' 
Teach-How we Teach'.'-Prof. J. G. May, Salem, Ind. Discussion led by 
E. H. Butler, Supt. Winchester schools j *S. D. Crane, Co. Supt. Lagrange 
county. 6. An Essay to Define and Encourage Professional Education-Gee. 
P. Brown, Pres. State Normal School, Terre Haute, Ind. 
Night Session-Lecture; "The Science of Childhood"-Rev. O. C. Mc-
Culloch, Indianapohs. 
Thursday M01?zing.-I. "Advantages and Disadvantages of Our School 
Syst.em compared with that of Canada" - John Moore,. Supt.. of schools, New 
Harmony, Ind. Discussion led by W. J. Carleton, Pnn. Bndgeport sch<,ols. 
2. "Anticipative Work in Teaching"-R. G. Boone, Supt. Frankfort public 
schools. Discussion led by D. H. H. Shewmaker, puhlic schools, Muncie, 
Il!d. 3. Report upon "Reading for Children"-Hon. J. H. Smart. Discus-
sion led by J. n. Roberts, Prin. High School, Indianapolis; and James 
Baldwin, Supt. schools, Huntington, Ind. _ 
AflenlOon Session-I. Election of Officers. 2. Essay: "Under the Surface" 
_Carrie B: Sharpe, Fort Wayne schools. 3. '''Special Schools for Juvenile 
DeJinquents"-Horace S. Tarbell, Supt. Indianapolis schools. Discussion 
led by Hon. J. W. Gordon, Indianapolis; and W. H. Wiley, A. M., Supt. 
Terre Haute public schools. 4. Miscellaneous Business. 
Hole/s.-The following hotels will accommodate teachers at reduced rates: 
Grand and Occidental, $2.00; New-Dennioon, $2.50; Brunswick, $1.50; 
pyle House. $ 1.00. . 
A Banquet will be given at the Grand Hotel on Thursday night, which 
will be made headquarters 'during the session. 
Railroads.-Members of the Association desiring to come over any of the 
following roads, will send to George F. Bass; School No. 3,_ Indianapolis, 
(enc/osillg stamp) f~r an order for lln excursion ticket. On presenting this 
order ·to the local luke: agent, the holder can purchase an excursion ticket at 
reduced rates :-1. B. & W. ; I. & St. L.; I. P. & C.; J. M. & I · ; C. II. & I.; 
P. C. & St. L.; C. I. St. L. & C. ; and Vandalia and Vincennes. Those com-
ing over the C. C. C. & I., and I. D. & S., will purchase regular first-class 
tickets coming, and will be returned at I cent a mile on presentation of certifi_ 
cates obtained at the Association.-L. P. HARLAN, Cilairman Ex. Commit/Ie. 
ItzdionlL College Associatioll.-The next session of the Indiana College As-
ociation will be held in Indianapolis on the 26th and 27th of December. A 
~ull program has been provided as follows : . 
Monday E vening, December 27, 7 ~. M.-Preliminary Business Meeting. 
7:45 P. M.-President's Address-Prof. A. R. Benton, LL. D., of Butler Uni-
versity. Appointment of Committees and Transaction of Irregular Business. 
Tuesdav-December 28, 9 A. M.-Scientific Theme-Prof. J. M. Coulter, 
A. M., of Wabash College. Discussion of subject by Prof. J. M. Mansfield, 
Ph. D., of Asbury University, and Prof. Van Nuye, A. M., of the State Uni-
versity. 1O:3o-Historical Themes-Prof. John C- Ridpath, LL. D., of 
Asbury University, and Prof. Catharine Merrill, A. M., of Butler University . . 
2 P. M._Philosopliical Theme-Pres. D. W. Fisher, D. D., of Hanover Col-
lege. Discussion of subject by Prof. A. McTaggart, A: M., of Earlham College 
and President J. A. Beattie, A. M., of Bedford College. 7:4s-Educational 
Themes-By several members of the Association, led by President E. E . 
White, LL. D., of Purdue University, and Pres. J. P. D. John, A . M., of 
Moore's Hill College. Election of Officers for ensuing year. All teachers 
of the state arc cordially invited to attend. 
\VJS(;0~SJN.-1Vi.~~o,tsin 7'eachcrs' Association. Exectttivc Session. Decem-
ber 27-80. At Jlfadison. 
PnOGRilf. JIO/iday Evelling and 7'·uesday. The Principals' Session.-J. Q. 
Emery, President. 
Tuesday Eveni1i[J, December 28. Address.-Pres. J . Bascom: "Development 
of Language." 
Wednesday Homing, December 29. Report on State Certifieates.-C. F. 
Vicbahn, T. C. Chamberlin, T. F. Frawley. Paper.-"Course of Reading for 
Teachers"-Supt J. T. Lunn. Discnssion.':"-School Discipline : Its Objects and 
Methods. W. E. Anderson, S. A. Hooper, Pres. McGregor. ~eport.-Com­
mittee on University: J. Q .. Emery, S. Shaw, .and ~. B. Wood .• 
Wcd1wsday Aftc/·/won. Session of County and City Superinteudents. 
Wednesda-y E-v~ni1l{J. Address.-"'l'he Child of To-day-The Citizen of -:t:o-
~orrow"-J. B. Whiting, M. D. General Business. 
·Probably. 
Thursday Morning, Decemb~1' 80. Paper.-"State Tax for our Public 
Schools"-State Supt. Whitford. Diseussion.-Teaehlng Language in our 
Graded Schools. W. G. Clough, J . H. Cummings, H. C. Howland, C. A. 
Hutchins, A .. J. Hutton. Report.-Committee on Normal Schools: W. C. 
Whitford, W. G. Clough, J. T. Lunn. Report.-Committee on Private Edu-
cation and Kindergarten Work: James MacAlister, Mary Brayman, and J. B.., 
Thayer. 
Thu1'Sday Afte1"lwon. l'aper-Drawing in the COlllmon Schools, with Illus-
trations-W. S. Johnson. Report-Committee on Colleges: T. C. Chamber-
lin, A. Salisbw'y, and J. H. Terry. Report.-Committee on Institutes W. H. 
Chandler, Agnes Hosford, and W. H. Cummings. Report.-Commitiee on 
School Supervision: Pres. McGregor, J. Howitt, C. F. Viebalm. Report.- . 
The PracticlLI in Education.-Pres. Albee, A. J. Hutton, A. R. Sprague. 
The usual arrangement has been made for one-fifth fare return tickets on~ all . 
raih'oads except from Genev'l Lake to Gcnoa, and the narrow-gauge road from 
Fond du Lac to Iron Ridge Junetion. 
The Capital House, $1 a day; the Vilas House, $1.50; and Park Hotel, $2.00. 
I. N. Stewart, President. W. H. Beach, Cha.irman Ex. Com. J. H. Gould, 
Secretary. W. D. Parkcr, Railroad Clerk. _ 
If'ow·th Ammal Session o.f tlw Wisconsin Principall;' Ass(}(;iatio.n. At Hadison, 
Decembe/' 27 and 28, 1880. 
PnOGRAM. l!fonday Evening, December 27th. 7:00 P. M.-Paper-Soelal 
Science in Graded and High Schools, C. F. Viebahn. Paper-To B. Pray. 
Tuesday JlIol'ning, December 28th. 9 :00 A. M.-Paper-General History, 
Miss Jennie Muzzy. Paper-Language, W. H. Beach. Paper-English Litem 
ture, A. R. Sprague. 
Tucsday Aftel'lImJn. 2:00 P. M.-Paper-What Subjects in Naturitl Science -
should Graded and High Schools teach, and what should be the general method 
of teaching, . O. S. Westcott. Papcl'-The Model Principal, E: B: Wood. Gen-
eral Discussion--Function of the Wisconsin Principals',Assoelation. Business. 
Each paper will be followed by gcncral disenssion. J. Q. ~mery, Presldcnt: 
I. N. Stewart, Secretary. 
8uperintendentx' Convention. Madison, Wednc8day Afternoon, December 29, 
1880. 2 :00. Organization and roli-call. 2 :15. Address~Hon. W. C. Whit-
ford. 2 :45. Relation 'of Superintendent to the Compulsory Law-Be~ey M. 
Clapp and B. R. Grogan. 3 :80. Superintendents as Institute and Association 
Workers-Henry Neill and G M. Bowen, 4:15. Aims and Proeess of School 
Visiting-C. L. Harper and E. B. Gray. J. T. Lunn, Chairman Ex. Com. 
President Mer~ill, of Ripon College has purchased a half interest In a plain-
ing mill. . 
Ex. Gov. Washburn says that tho work of constrcutionat the Obser.vatory 
will go forward as projected before the death of 'Professor Watson. It is ex-
pected that a successor to the great a~tronomer will be chosen at the ,January 
mcetlng of the Regents. 
The eleventh annual meeting of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts 
and Letters will be held at Madison, beginniUi Tuesday, the 28th inst. 
A joint meeting pf the Institute Committee of the Normal Sehool Board and 
of the regular eonductors will be held December 27 and 28.at Madison. 
Thl? Governor has appointed Hon. John G. McMynn, of Racine, as a regent 
of the State University for the Second Congressional district, In the place. of 
Hon. J. B. Cassoday, of Janesville, who resigned on being appOinted a member 
oLthe Supreme Court of this State. • 
A. military academy is prOjected at Geneva Lake similar in character to the 
MicWgan Military Academy. 
ILLINOIS.-Normal Notes.-School closes Dec. 2l to Jan." for the holiday 
vacation.--. Mrs. John Bowles is president of the senior class for the winter 
temi.--The trouble between the two literary societies· has come to an end. 
The Philadelphians have removed from their by-laws the clause which caused 
the dispute. A joint rule has been adapted providing for a joint committee 
to issue term tickets to those who are not memhers of the school. The price 
of such tlckets is fixed at fifty cents.--'-The societies ,had tqeir usual 
union sociable on the 4th inst.. They had unpleasant weather but a pleas-
ant time.---Miss Hattie Morse, class of 78, is teaching with Wadsworth ' 
at ' Oregon, Ogle county.---Mlss Della Betz who was in school last year 
has recently visited among us.---Andrew W. Elder has left the law 
office to take the principalship of schools at Lostant . . 
Champaign Notes. - The seniors have concluded not to have any cl~,ss 
sociable this year.--The Natural History Society is flourishing. It met 
D ec. 9 at the· residence of :Prof. Burrill.--B~ssie Gilman, cl~s 01 '8o, is a 
Macon Co. school-marlll. She teaches near Warrensburg.--The pupils 
were .greatly pleased at having a holiday of Friday as well as 'Fhu~ay of 
(Concluded on paae 380.) -
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THE LIBRARY. 
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
LONGEVITY: The Means of Prolo~ging Life after Middle Age. By John 
Gardner, M. D. New York: John Fitzgerald & Co. Price, IS cents. No-
- IS of "Humboldt Library." $3 per year, 24 numbers. 
NATIONAL KINDERGARTEN SONGS and PLAYS. Written and Compiled by 
Mrs. L')uise Pollock, Principal of Kindergarten Normal Institute, Washing. 
ton, D. C. BJston: Henry A. Young & Co. 
CARISTMAS BOOKS, by Cnarles Dickens. With Illustrations. Two vols. oc· 
tavo. pp. 271. Nos. 48 and 49 of the "Standard Series" published by .1. 
K . Funk & Co., New York. Price, 25 cents each, the cheapest books III 
the market. 
THE SKIN in-HEALTH and DISEASE, By L· Duncan Bulkley, M. D. Phila-
delphia: Presley Blakiston. -1880. "American Health Primer." Price 
50 cents. 12 mo. cloth. pp. 148. 
-----------------
REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
B imnial Report oJ flu Superin/mdmt oJ the iVew-ark Public Schools; fc;>r the 
school years ending August 31, 1879 and 1880. J. C. Hartzler, Superillten-
' dent, Newark, Ohio. 
Catalog oJ 'he Fre! High ,ScRool, and Circula! o! Public ~cliools, 1879 80_ 
So. Stevens Point, WIS. F . L . Green, Pnnclpal. 
A nnual Heport of /he Surelary oj the Ikterior on the Operations of the De 
partment for the year ended June 30, 1880. Carl Schurz, Secretary. 
Olney's University Algebra. · . 
This algebra is designed for university use, as its title Im-
plies, and therefore it contains considerable matter not found in 
elementary works on algebra, and much that cannot be found in 
other university algebras. 
, A fair idea of the calculus can be obtained from the chapter 
on "InfinitesiJ1lal Analysis," and likewise an insight into the 
subject of analytical geometry from the chapter on 'the" Loci of 
Equations." There is a short chapter on the "Theory of 
Probabilities," and many featur!:s throughout the book which 
anti~ipate tpe higher branches of analysis. 
It seems eminently desirable that a university algebra should 
be thus constituted. Due att~ntion is given ,to the ordinary 
Subjects of algebra, and everything is made as plain, and clear 
as possible. In reading this book one is convinced that it was 
written by a mathematician, and not by a mere book-maker. 
The fullness and simplicity of the illustrations and explanations 
is suggest'ive of the works of Euler, who, though a most pro-
found mathematician, did not deem it unworthy of ~is genius to 
write fully and clearly on elementary matters. We recommend 
the book to the private student as well as to the under-graduates 
of colleges. It is published by Sheldon & Go., of New York. 
Their western agent is S. S. Ventres, Central Music Hall, 
CHcago. 
"L' ANE-.' , 
,ass is represented, as putting simple but searching questions to 
the pedant educators and moral philosophers of the day, of 
whom Kant is taken for a representative. The plain words of 
the humble donkey' (Patience) , are in strong realistic contrast 
~vith the inflation and cloudy uncertainties of the theorists and 
metaphysicians. Patience loses patience while taking a survey 
of the schools. He has been there, and gaiQed-what? 
' ~some little lengthening of his clumsy ears:' 
"J'ai iWlte etudU beaueoup :-Ie ?'esultat ?-
(/n lJelt d'allongement Ii mes ol'eilles t?·istc ,~." 
The school treatment of children he thinks is too much like 
the clipping of the wings of young al(J1tettes*. "Let them fly, 
and soar into the azure." 
" E 1',itIC s'eC?'ia :-Prnwl'cs /01l,1! lJielt vow; I-iVI'C 
L'mljani, d1t paI'adis cles anges cneOl'C iwc ,-
Et VOltS mc Ie !Oit?"rez clans 1m tenebt·cux eloitt'e , 
On lui colic nn grand lim'e au mmlton eormlle 11n go'it?'C : 
() doltlen?'! ce ehal'mant pctit esprit jOlleux " 
On Ie (f rc, on Ie 100'd, on l'allonge, on Ie lannc," etc, 
" God entrusts to you a child, fresh, radiant (-im'e, drunk) , from tbe Paradise 
of tbe angels and this bright being-too clear, and quick of eye and ear-you 
stable up Iik~ me, in some dim cloister, and fasten a big book to his chin, and , 
thus 0 s~dness I I this charming little joyous creatUl'e is dragged loose from the 
heav'ens and pulled, twisted, stretched, and vexed this way and that through all 
the forn'ting years, until some day there is !L final examination, and the Prefect 
crowns the graduate-a finished imbecile." 
Patience, "au pied du lIlltY /t1tlllaille __ pauvre bete acculee," 
next reviews the mass of Looks and contrasts them with 
Nature's bright, truthful, and practical teachings, in lines full of 
. apt texts and mottoes for the advocates of kindergarten and ac-
tual object teaching. ' , 
THE HOME. 
HOME TALK. 
A good many men and wome~ covet, and perhaps have, the 
reputation of being " charming conversationalists," who never 
appear.in that role ill their own homes. There their tal~ is con-
fined to humdrum topics, to mere gossip, or to enforcing quiet 
while they cultivate their precious intellects, or settle their 
nerves to fit them for amiability in public. Yet, aside from tJ:e 
pleasure which cheerful and worthy conversation diffuses over a 
home circle, its educative force can hardly be overestimated. 
The bright a.nd interesting girls, who surprise and delight you 
with their ready fund of information quite outside of the conver- , 
tional topics, and the "well-posted" boys, who know much 
more than books could teach them, ,yill be found in general to 
have a father or mother who is wise enough to "visit" with them, 
and who do not ke~p their best mental and social.gifts for out-
side friends. , Show us a father who saves his new stories or 
This -is a glowing satire, in verse, on ook education, just jokes to delight the family circle after supper-whl) has an eye 
given to the public of readers and thinkers by that wonderful out for new facts of travel, discovery, science, literature, art or 
Frenchman , Victor Hugo. He is now 78 years of age. He was religion with which to stimulate conversation at home-who 
a celebriW in 1826, and has constantl y gained ,in the:. admiration talks with the little chaps about their studies, ambicions and la-
of his countrymen since, until he is now eminently t~eir supreme bors-who keeps before his daughters an ideal of a gentleman 
pride-the only great man of the country whom all aJike delig~t who treats ladies with sincerity, reverence, and as equals, and 
to honor, and ,to address voluntarily by the loving yet respectful doesn't carry his ' ''sm~ll t1lk" in a separate package from the 
name of "Pere" and" Maitre." All that he says and writes rest of his know.ledge, strictly for their use, and we'll show' you 
is so grandiose and 'glowing,. and so deep, that one naturally a 'rare man, ' we are afraid. If a home is to be something more 
looks for st:ch flame to burn out soon, but it ·seems all the than a boarding-house, a mere corivenience or social neceSSity, 
brighter, his steps all the firmer, -and his conception and insight it ought to draw out the best gifts of each inmate into the fund 
all the keener since he has been enabled by the fall of , the ot: common enjoyment and mutual ministrations.-Golden 
E~pire to retUl'n f~om his long exile off the French sh?re in R-::t-:-~l._e-:-. _-:--________ '______ -.-:. ____ -:-:_:-:-:-::--: 
Guernsey and the shelter, of a foreign flag. ·~n American lady, traveling in Europe, who lately, visited Guernsey, and!ound'it .ful! of 
". . 'h' b I.. I h b admIrable .cene. and enjoyments, make. special note of the i!'eat numbef and Joc'!Dd ImgIDa 
.. L' Ane IS said to be one of IS est worA.'l. t as een of Ih,"kr.lark". They rill up through Iii. air perpeDdlcularly JUIt before aunnn, and b~ . 
. . d 1 · 1 . A h 1 I COlllo inv Ilbl, Ultillo hlah dial-the ray. of tho lun alld Ibelr win,.. Then their c1tar, anli 
'.,veta! years In manuscnpt, an ate y te-wrltten._ ome y ~Alin" fOYOUS60n, Is dllllnetly heatd when Qften they themselvel cannot bu,en. 
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'IHE LONG EVENINGS. 
There ar.e about one hundred and fifty evenings to be dis-
posed of between now iuid the first of May. What. a:~y~u go-
ing to do with them? There is a world of posslblhty JIl the 
good use of them; there is corresponding danger in the neglect 
of them. If you use your evenings well for the next seven 
months, you will be worth more to your employer, and find more 
joy in your work. Have 'you a taste for science, and would you 
like to know the reasons 'yhy certain things occur as they do? 
If you have an inquiring mind in this direction, then give your~ 
self up to the study of philosophy. Have you a taste for book. 
keep ing or clerking? . Then give your evenings to penmanship 
and the theory and practice of ke<;ping books. Hav~ you a de-
sire to be a speaker? If so, devote your winter evenings to the . 
study of the art of speech, and you will be surprised at the gain 
you make. Have you a taste for drawing that has never been 
devoloped, and do you wish to train your hand and eye to be 
equal to skilled workmanship? If so, devote yourself to that 
branch of the art for which you have a taste. Whatever you do, 
you need the skill to write a letter in a correct, easy, business-
like style, and in order to do this, you need to know the rules 
and use qf language. Now, young men, will you use these win-
ter ~venings in a way which shall fit you to be better men of 
business? You can easily get two hours each evening, or four . 
hundred . hours, for study, and that is time enough to educate 
yourself in the rudiments of any science, or in the laws of lan-
guage, or the art of penmanship, or the science Qf book.keeping, 
or the art of drawing.-Vt'rmo1t1 Watchman. 
OPINIONS OF ED UCA T ORS. 
_Teachers who attend asso:iations are the ones who work in their school-
rooms, do Bot fail at examinations, .and they are the ones who are not seen 
running around the country after situations.-Sup't W. u.-. Kimball. 
- INEFFICIENCY OF THE SCHOOLS -It is wonderful what a vast amount of 
poor work has been dope, and is being done, in our schools. There are not 
ten men in Marshall County over twenty-five years of age, who learned to 
construct simple sentences when in the common schools. Ask yourself if 
this is not true. Ask editors, teachers, newspaper correspondents, writers of 
every description, when they learned to write, and the answer will be, "after 
we left the c.ommon schpols." What were they doing wh~n in school? 
They were parsing, analyzing, doing sums and memorizing definitions.-
Sup't W. W. Speer. 
THE NEED OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.-The time has come when we 
should supplement our teaching. with something more of general industrial 
ducation. Mechanical knowledge is very important; and we should like to 
:ee the experiment tried of taking classes and devoting one·half of the time 
to study and one-half of the time to mechanical training, cultivating the hand 
a~d eye.- J .. P. Wickersham. 
. THE VALUE OF EDUC-A-T-I-O-N-A-L- J-O-U-R-N-A- LS- .- E=-v- e-ry teacher in every public 
chool should be a regular subscriber to one or more good sch\lol journals. ~hey owe it to themselves, their pupils, and patrons to take this' means of 
keeping themselves abreast of the times. They may thir.k they can't a~ord 
to do it. The fact is they can't afford not to do it. There never was a time 
when the public school was receiving ~ore attention from the best class .of 
the American people than now. Its faults and its weaknelises as well as ltS 
many excellences are all being brought out in the clearest light. T~e schools 
must be better taught in the future than they are now or have been 10 the past. 
If the teachers of ihe present would do this better ~eaching they ~nust grow-
they must become betttr teachers than they are now. :0 do thlS they m~bt 
know their own faults and what will be expected of them 10 t?oses~hools Whl~h 
an awakened public opinion will demand. A good e.ducal1onal Juurnal wlll 
prove a most e:x;cellent cou~selor and friend to ~e Wlse teacher under these 
circumstances.-C. H. Rtw, in Wilmington. Revuw. 
To PAJlENTS.:.... There is no ' office higher than that of a teacher of y,outh; 
for there is nothing on earth so precio\1s as the mind, soul and character of 
the child. No office should be regarded with greater respect . . The first 
minds of a community should be encouraged to assume it. Parents should do 
all but impover'sh themselves to induce such to become the guardians and 
guides of their cbildren. To this good , all their show and luxury should be 
sacrificed. Here they should be lavish, whilst they straighten themselves in 
everything els~. They should wear the cheapest clothes, live on the plainest 
food, if they can in no other way secure to their families the beM instruction. 
They should have no anxiety to accumulate property for their children, pro-
vided they can place them under influences which will awaken their faculties, 
inspire them with pure and high principles, and fit them to bear a manly, use-
ful, and honorable part in the world. No language can express the cruelty 
or folly of that economy, which, to leave a fortune to a child, starves his in-
tellect and impoverishes his heart.-Dr. Cha1tni1tg-. 
MILWAUKEE NOTES. 
-Thc Spencerian College Is well patronized by public school tcudlCrs at its 
evening sessions. 
-Saturday, Dec. 11, was pay day for the teachers. Tliosc teachcrs who 
have forgotten to-draw their salaries are not too late yct. 
-Some gentlemen outside of the "egularly licensed teachcrs of tbe scho Isar(l 
now engaged ' in the evening schools. Their names can not be learned at 
present. 
-What has become of the City Teachers' Assoclation1 That organization, 
which was wont to give those f"~e and easy entertainments at intervals, seems 
to have gone where the wood-bine t.wlneth: 
-Teachers of night schools do not find the night work so wearing as many 
of them expected. The day work Is just as efficiently performed as ever. The 
more we do the more we are able to do. 
-The committee on cvening schools have decided 'to charge pupils fifty cents 
per month for · the use of text-books. This will perhaps keep out some earnest 
workers but will on the wbole be' a. benefit, besides it is a necessary measure 
for economical reasons. 
-The County teachers unanimously endorse the new system of grading for 
country schools, as explained in the 'circular lately distributed by Supt Whit-
ford. Many of them will regrade tllelr sebools in accordance with this system 
after the Christmas holidays. 
-A resolution was jntroduccd at the last Council meeting providing (or the 
purcha!\e of a site for the proposed State Normal School to be located here. 
The resolution is at present going through the mill of commJ-ttces with the 
chances of favorable aCtion. 
-Henry J. -Rathke instructs tbe tnl'Ucrs of tbc North Side Turn Hall In 
muscula.r arts. He has acquired quite a rcputation as a wrcstler and enthusi-
astic tUl'Ucr. On Saturday evening, Dcc. 18, 1. is classes and fricnds will give 
him l~ benefit at thc North · Side Turn Hall. Teache~s posting up on thc sub-
.ject of Oalisthenics would do well to attend. 
-The examinations of appllc:mts for teadlers' Certificates was held on Dec. 
11. The section meeting of teachers to be held on that date waos post,poned, 
whi<;h occasioned gres't grief on the ~)art of the teachers, we suppo~e. 
:-Many of our citizens ask this pcrtinent question : Are we obliged to edu-
cate Ignorant foreigners and Americans who ha,ve not avail cd themselves Of 
school prlvilcges in their youth In these newly established evening schools! ' It 
. has gencrally been found chcapcr in the end to support schools than to sup-
port criminals Rnd prisons in plllec of them. . 
-A new school .:egister hus bccn introcluced in the COlluty this year. It is 
onc arranged by Supt Jas. T. Lunn. In most respects It Is quite satlsfnctory, 
but some of the teachers complain that the rccord of too many facts Is crowded 
into too small a space. In attemptll?g t.o coudens.c and economlzc space, some 
of its pages resemble a, Chinese puzzle. It is capa,ble of Improvement In this 
respect. It is casiet to learn boolt"kceping than to study out the details of 
keeping this re~ord. 
-The School BOIl"d is about to provide for the care aud education of resi. 
dent dcaf-mutes. A bill will be prcsented to thc Legislature this wintcr to se-
cure this end. The Sta.te institutiol) for tbis purpose has not yet pro¥cd Inad-
cquate to supply all education of this character, and it would seem injudicious 
and unnecessllry to saddle suc\llln Institution OU tbe cit,y alrell,dy burdened by 
excessive taxatlou. Judging from M.is and othcr evidences, there are some 
members of the Board who arc Inclined to.ovcrilo the Mucatlon business. We 
have a very expensive system of day schools and 8;Chool ufficel's, a City High 
School and City Normal School, nnd flourishing Evebtng Schools. In supwrt~ 
Ing these the people generously do their duty and should not be expectlld to do 
more. 
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Thanksgiving' week.--The faculty propose to enforce a somewhat neglected 
regulation that the societies shall close as early as 10 P. M. 
Knox County held its annual institute at Knoxville Nov. 26-7. The pro-
gram heretofore published in this column Was quite closely followed. Several 
of the papers presented will be given to the public by the county press. Among 
the resolutions adopted, we notice condemnation of trashy literature, recom · 
mendation· to teach the physiological and economical effects of intemperance, 
and the belief that supervision of county schools does pay.--The teachers' 
library contains about eighty volumes. . It is kept in one of. the Galesburg 
book stores.--In his chapel lectures of Dec. 2, Dr. Bateman described his 
passage of the Atlantic and the vessel that bore hIm over. The hall is well 
filled at these Thursday morning talks of the pres:dent. . 
P~oria city institute held its last session for 1880, Dec. II. The subjects 
presented for discussion were: Primary Reading and How to .Teach It, by H. 
R . Edwards; School Discipline, by Nettie Waugh; Advisability and Practi-
cability of Teaching Sewing in the Public Schools; by Eliza Sloan; Review_ 
of Mr. Adams Paper in the November Harper's by H. L. Grant . 
Sprin/!field school board at their December meeting appointed a committee 
to report on the advisability of giving the ward school principals more time 
for supervision.--The board decrees that the ward schools shaH take ninety 
minutes noon intermission and the high school thirty. 
Whitl!Side County teachers held their December institute at Sterling, Supt. 
Loomis, Messrs. Piper, Kelly, Bastian, Hendricks,Johnson. Brown, Phinney, 
and BueH, and Misses Furry and LeFevre took part in the exercises. There 
was a good attendance of teachers. . 
LaSalle County held an institute at the Blackstone school, Mendota,' Dec. 
4· The names on the program were Messrs. Jenkins and Heslet, of Mendota, 
Mr. Carter, of Peru, Mr. Hewett, of Normal, and Misses Heslet, Howse, and 
Vaughn of Mendota. 
Ford County is to have an institute of an' entire week at Piper City, begin. 
ning Dec. 20. The teachers are to bring their books for study and instruc-
tion, but no tuition fee is charged. Supt. Armstrong issues a circular urging 
school boards to allow teachErs pay for the time they spend in attending this 
meeti~g.---Diptheria has decreased the attendance of Melvin schools 
from forty.five to twenty-seven.--J. W. Kenward has finished two years' 
work at Normal and returned to Ford county to take one of the country 
schools.--Gibson high school is full to overflowing, and the Courier con-
.tains an . able article showing the wisdom o(employing an additional teacher. 
Miscellaneous.-Minonk schools have an average of 6S pupils to th'e teach-
er. Carrie Barger has charge of the grammar department. Prin. Dougherty 
has an assistant in the high school.---Delavan has recently had a oreeze 
on account of a school treasurers' proving defaulter. The matter wiJ] prob-
ably come out all right afer a little.--A. S. Stults is reported as doing 
good work at Lovington.--JerseyviJIe schools. Will close Tues. Dec. 21 
and reopen Jan. 3.--The fall term of Woodstock schools closes Dec. 14 
and the winter term opens Dec. IS.---Monticello high school literary so. 
cieties had a contest Dec. lo.---Miss Raymond of Bloomington wiII 
carry her ar'm in a sling for some time in memory of Thanksgiving. She 
had a fall that day and dislocated her shoulder.---~enia, Clay County, 
bas had a little disturbance in school. Prin. Filson asked a boy to change 
his seat and the boy refused and attempted to use his knife. Prof. F. there-
upon picked up the poker ~nd 'struck the boy hard enough to make peace but 
not to make a law suit.---Woodstock schools have tried the short recess 
at . the close of each hour and returned to the old plan after a short experi· 
ment.---Ottawa high school has not yet paid for the new piano .but meahs 
to do so. William Hawley Smith will give a reading to this end Dec. 17. 
Mr. Boltwood will give two lectures for the sa~e purpose in the month of 
January.--Tiskilwa schools enrolled 238 pupils dunng !he fall term. T~e 
attendance will be larger during the winter term. 
IO~A.-The Jackson County Teachers' Association will mect in thc school 
building at Sabula, EridaY'evenlng and Saturday, Dcc. 17 and 18. Prog,·am. 
Friday cvening-Inaugural address, Prln. J. C. Murray; an addrcss, "Relation 
to the Common School to the Body POlitic," Supt. C. A. Miller. Saturday, 10 
A. M.~Recltatlon, Miss Blodgett: an address, "Right Habits of Tcachiug," 
Maurice Bently; "How to Teach Penmanship Blackboard Exercise," Prin: H. 
E. French. Afternoon session-Recitation, "Shamus O'Brien," Prof. C. C. 
J)ndJey; essay, "Education," J. W. Flemmlnd; debate, question, "Resolved, 
That the State has.no moral right to impose a tax of one dollar pcr annum .on 
each, teacher,"-affirmailve, Prln. A. C. Blair; negative, .Mr. A. D. Gage; 
question box; miscellaneous business. .' 
The Bellevue Lealki- has ·reopened an educational column, which Is In charge 
of the Bellevue Teachers' Association. 
.THE CHILDREN'S HOUR. 
Conducted by MISS S. P. BARTLETT. 
(This Department may be read by scholars, or, by teacher and scholars ,] 
TAKE PAINS. 
Thi~ is Miss Mary Allen West's opinion and advice regarding 
)Yriting in schools, and it should be remembered and acted upon: 
"With the exception of reading, it seems .to me there IS nothing more im· 
portant for every American man, woman, and child than to know how to 
write a good, plain hand. The best place-and for a great majority, the only 
place-to learn writing is in the public school. My own experience convinces 
me that if we do not learn to write well while in school, there is little pros-
pect of having the deficiency supplied by training in later life. For this reason 
I )lave urged so persistently that more attention should be given to writing in 
our schools, and nothing pleases me more than the improvement mjl-de in this 
direction during the past seven years. There are now lying on my desk a 
score of letters from school children which are better written than were the 
average letters I received from teachers six years ago. We ~eed to remember 
one thing, that children never become 'good writers by simply writing in copy 
books a few minutes each day. They . must have constant practical work, 
such as writing their spelling lessons, writing letters alld abstracts, making 
out biJIs, notes, and other business forms, etc" if we would have them become 
good writers." 
And wheD you write for your own amusement, children, form 
the good habit of taking pains always. 
How many of you can copy out nicely and spell correctly these 
funny rhymes? Then I wish you WQ,pld take your copies home, 
and ask your big brothers and sisters to read with you in the 
great illustrated dictionary about the animals. You will find it 
amusing, and instructive, both, these long evenings; and afford-
ing a good many opportunities for anecdotes from older people 
who can't help listening. The author calls it: 
THE ALPHABET OF THE ANIMALS. 
Alligator, Beetle, Porcupine, Whale, 
Bobolink, Panther, Dragon.fly, Snail, 
Crocodile, Monkey, Buffalo, Hare, 
Dromedary, Leopard, Mud-turtle, Bear, 
Elephant, Badger, Pelican, Ox, 
Flying.fish, Reindeer, Anaconda, Fox, 
GUIDea'pig, DolphlD, Antelope, Goose, 
Humming.bird, Weasel, Pickerel, Moose, 
Ibex, Rhinoceros, Owl, Kangaroo, 
Jackal, Oppossum, Toad, Cockatoo, 
Kingfisher, Pea!=ock, Anteater, Bat, 
Lizard, Ichneumon, Honey.bee,fRat, 
Mocking.bird, Camel, Grasshopper, Mouse, 
Nightingale, Spider, Cuttlefish, Grouse, 
Ocelot, Pheasant, Wolverine, Auk, 
Periwinkle, Ermiu.e, Katydid, Hawk, 
Quail, Hippopotamus, ArmadIllo, Moth, 
Rattlesnake, Lion, Woodpecker, Sloth, 
Salamander, Goldfinch, Angle-worm, Dog, 
'Tiger, Flamingo, Scorpion, Frog, 
Unicorn, O;trich, N.autilus, Mole, 
Viper, Gorilla, Basilisk, Sole , 
Whippoorwill, Beaver, Centipede, Fawn, 
Xantho, Canary, Polliwog, Swan, 
Yellowhammer, Eagle, Hyena, Lark, 
Zebra, Chameleon, Butterfly, Shark. 
THE ELOPEMENT.-A Fable for Young Ladies:-
Oh, listen, ladies, and I'll tell you brief 
A touching tale, and true as history. 
The wind and leaf held dalliance. "Gentle leaf," 
Began the wind, "awake and fly with me! 
For thee I passed the bed wherc roses are; 
- And, though their whispers fragrant wooed my stay, 
And every li.ttle bud shone like a star, . 
I thought on thee-alise and come away! 
Thy sisters dark are sleeping in the dew; 
I would not rouse their coldness with a sigh; 
But thou, the beautiful, and I, the true, 
Were meant for common passion; let us fly!" 
The leaf complied; and, ere a day was done, 
Was flung aside, a thing to tread upon. 
Dec. 16, 1880] The Educational W e.ekly. 
To tlu Editor 0/ flu Weekly: I 
In looking over the "Children's Hour" I found tqat the name of the au-
thor of the following passage w~ wanted. 
2. Pictures are more useful than' objects at the second stage of the teacher's 
progress with his pupil, since they make greater demands upon and-give a 
greater stimulus to 'his powers of imagination. 
"0 happy ship, 
To rise and dip, 
With the blue crystal at your lip \" 
This is found in the 13th stanza of the poem, "Drifting," written by 
Thomas B. Reed. Itis found in "Griffith's Elocution." 
3. It is best to.pass from objects to words and sentences, without much 
. delay, studying words as parts of sente~ces, when practicable; and letters as 
parts of words, always ; though the study of letters should not be begun until 
considerable progress has been made in word-naming. 
. Yours respectfully, CHARLIE W. BEAN. 
TECUMSEH, MICHIGAN, December 9, 1880. 
The author of the puzde in ou.r last Children's Hour thinks the Puzzle 'Box 
got badly shaken up, somehow; and begs the WEEKLY to reprint her 
GEOGRAPHICAL eABINET. 
We are all now very busy collecting natural curiosities for a cabinet. My 
brother had the antlers of ". lake in the northern part of Maine sent him, . and 
also some curious war clubs, spears, and hatchets once belonging to a river in 
the eastern part of New York, which we prize greatly, together with many 
specimens of a point in the south-west part of , Vis cons in. We girls now de· 
termined to add our' share to the collection, so we went to .the house of a 
friend who had been a sea.captain, and there obtained countless treasures. 
Teeth from a bay in Australia, .several beautiful islands east or' .Nfrica; and no 
our return we discovered an abundance of a river in West Virginia, with 
which we decorated the cabinet. Several specimens of a river in the south-
ern part of Mississippi 'were sent us by a friend, who had obtained them in 
the third largest ocean in the ';Vorld. The IMt thing that came was the skin 
of some mountains in Virginia, which we made into a rug to spread before 
the now completed cabinet. ALICE P. BAKER. 
OUR EDUCA TIONA L E X CHAN GES. 
The Arkansas School Journal has come to hand •. In neatnes and fine 
printing it scarcely has a superior. J. R. Weathers is editor. Published at 
Little Rock by the K~llogg Printing Company, at one dollar per annum in 
advance. 
Ohio Educatiollal Molt/My: We think no injustice would be done if a de-
cree should go forth from every Board of Education in the United States that 
. "No teacher will be employed who is not a subscriber and reader of some 
educational periodical." Would the wail at such a decree come from any 
but the shirks or unconverted educational sinners whose hearts have never 
felt the glow of educational enthusiasm? We could mention several Ohio 
Superintendents who exert a powerful influence over their teachers, so pow-
erful that there is scarcely one in their whole corps of teachers who is not a 
subscriber to some educational periodical. There may be some of these 
teachers that would gladly leave this duty unperformed if the failure were not 
observed, but we have noticed that the teachers generally under such super· 
intendents are very apt to become educationally waked up. 
Tlu Alltghtn)' Teac!ur: I. Use of objects is fundamental to all thorough 
teaching, especially in primary schools. 
4. Composition, reading, writing, and (incidentally) spelling are but parts 
of one general subject, Language, and they should be tau2'ht pat'i p assu·and 
in the strong light' of.the very close relations existing between them. 
PUBLISHERS' N OTE S . 
- The editorials of the WEEKLY, in strength and toughuess of fibre, are 
aheA.<l.-Su}J't H. S. Jones, Erie, Pa. 
HORSFORD'S ACID PHOSPHATE 
In Nervous Prostration. 
Am using Horsford's Acid Phosphate in a case of nervous prostration and 
getting a good result already. C. W. PUINl)LE, M. D. 
G RANll R APIDS, MICH. 
A goodiy nnmber of graduates of literary colleges are always to be found in 
the classes of B;. B. Bryant's Chicago Business College. 
- J . H. Butler & Co~ , Educational P nblishers of Philadelphia, have moved 
their business and offices to the new store, No. 18 South 6th street. 
-At last the binders so long delnyed have been placed in our hanc1s, ancl will 
be sent to all who nre entitled to them in n very few days. 
Caus o and Effect. 
The main cause of nervousness is Inrugestion, and that i~ caused by weak-
ness of the stomach. No oue 'can have sound nerves and good health without 
using Hop Bitters to strengthen the stomach, purify the blood, and keep the 
liver ' and kidneys active, to carry off all the poisonous and waste matter of the 
system. See other c?lumn.-Aclvance. . 
TIm E DUCATIONAl- WEEKi,Y~ Chicago, Ill. To our mind this is one of the 
ablest educatiotials published in this couutry. Its editorials are the best speci-
mens of professional writIng tlll1t we see In print. . There Is; of course, some 
rivalry between this and the New England Educational Journal. ' But it is 
wholesome. There is, or should be, plenty o~ room· fo~ edncational weeklies in 
t?is large country. The New Eugland Educ.!1t!onal' .Jourual has the great pres-
t Ige of co~lng from Boston with the support of a sp~endidarray of ability and 
good bnsIDess management. None t he less is the-advantage snstainecl by 
THE EnUC,\TIONAl- WEEKJ,yof issuing froll1 thc great Western center, with 
the sympathies and vital ring of Western ability. It is to the credit of 
the West that so good a weekly is maintained. We bespeak for it ' the 
patriotiC support of every teacher in the great Northwest, o~ which, it. is a 
worthy and able exponent.-The 1YomlJi!, T /JaJJlI.cr. 
Consumption Cur ed. 
An old physician, retired from practice, havmg had placed in.his ha~ds by 
Ian East Ind~a missionary the.formula 01 a simple v~getable remedy for the 
speedy and permanent cure for Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma. 
and all Throat and Lung Affections, also a positive and radical cure for Ner-
vous Debility and all Nervous Complaints, after having tested its wonderful 
curative powers in thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make it known 
to his suffering fellows. Actuated by this motive and a desire to relieve hu· 
man suffering, I will s~nd free of charge to all who 'desire it, this recipe, ill 
German, French, or English, with full directions for preparing and using, 
Sent by mail by addressing with stamp, naming this paper, W. W. SHERAR, 
I49 Powtrs' B lock, Rochestt r, N. Y. 
COOD READINC. PINCKNEY'S AGENCY CHEAPE;R THAN 'rHE CHEAPll;ST, 
$25 "WORTH FOR $2! 
Th.e following s tories are printed from new, large type, on 
fine heavy l'aper, and cost from " .00 to lh.50, each in 
bou~d book-form. They are ... ritten by well-known and 
popular authors, an~ should be widely circulated. A single 
copy will be sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of pr ice . 
For One Dollar we will send any t6n conseClI,tifl£ stories J 
and for Two Dollars we wiJI send the twenty .~ories by mail, 
post-paid. The size of the page IS 8xII incho;s, and each 
story is complete . Jr 
I. Nellie, the Clockmaker' s Daughter ...• •••••••••• ••••. .. Ioc 
•. Not Forsaken. B)' Agnes Glberne . .. . .... .. .• .• .. . . . IOC 
3. Bede's Charity. By Hesba Stretton .. •• •... ••••••••••• _15c 
4. Life of Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage .•••••••• •••..•..•• . • ... 15c 
5. The Young Apprentice. By Hesba Stretton . ••••.•.•. IOC 
6. Sheer Off. By A. L . O . E ....••..••.•. ..••.• • .• .•• •• • . 15c 
1. In Prison and Out. By Hesba Stretton . •••. .. ... .. IOC 
B. History of a Threepenny Bit. ..... •••••• ____ ............ ... loc 
9. Fro~ggy's Little Brother. By Brenda ..... .... ____ . .. . 15C 
10. ChTlstle's Old Organ. By Mrs. O. F. Walton .. . . _.IOC 
II. Window Curtains. By T . S . Artbur •... . •...•• .. . . 20C 
12. A Thorny Path. By Hesba Stretton . •. . ____ ..•... •• IOC 
13. The Poor Clerk and his Crooked Sixpence ......... .. _IOC 
14. Ninety·nine Choice Readmgs and R ecitations . . ..•. IOC 
15. The Little Captain. BY 'Lynde Paimer .... •••••• . . •• lOC 
16. The Octagon; or The Old Ferry . .. .. . . . . ... . .. .. _. 10C 
11. The Young Whaler. By W. H. G. Klngston ....... , •. IOC 
lB. Chautauqua Lectures . ... _ .•.••..•.•. . .. ..•.. . •.•• •. IOC 
I9. The King' s Se rvants . By Hesba Stretton .. . . •••.•. __ IOC 
• 0. Other Fools and Their Doings .... ...... .. . . ___ _ •..•••••.. I5C 
. SPBcrAL OPPER.- T o any reader of this ]Japer who WIll 
send us 80 .00 for above list of . tories, we will send a packet 
olthe handsomest Reward Cards in the market. Order at 
once, as this offer wilL not appear again. Address. 
J. S. OGILVIE & CO., Publishers, •• Rose St, N ew York. 
FOl' Schools and Teachers. 
1 . Supplies Scllools and F a mllies wlt ll Teacllers. 
2 . SuppUes Teacller s witll· Positions. 
8 . Solis lind Rents Sclloo1 Properties. . 
4 . Furnislles Circulars and gives Information of 
Scllools. ' . 
Publish .. U. S. School a" d Col/ege Diru tory. 
T. COTESWORTH PINCKNEY, 
DOMBSTIC BUILDING, 
Cor. Broadwav and 14th St., New York. 
THE' BEST THING TO SELL 
AGENTS REPORTS. 
J. A. Apgar, N. J .• sold 100 in.~ days clearing ' 35 00 
F. D . Catlin , Pa . ,e 3 0 in 8 hours" 1000 
F. Baumgarden, Pa. " 148in 6 days Cl 51 00 
W. S. Spata , N. Y.,.. 43 in , day" IS aS 
A nother sold H in ~ day " IS 05 
Price Soc. Sample and complete outfit prepaid for.s cents. 
Tria l dozenS$'.16. CIrcular for 3c. W . 1I£' WOOD & Co •• 
Drawer Z. .,6 W~shington r t., Chicago. 
CO"IIC and instructive. Send for contents tables of l. Science in Story by Dr. E. B. FOOTE. Mailed 
FREE. 
MURRAY HILL PUB. CO., 
.09 E .• 81h Street, New York City • 
66 TWINS Anew numbtrpuZ!le in simple addition . • Prize for every solution. Mailed for a sil-
ver dime and 3et stamp. Inventor , TaylDr.tuum, Pa. 
School Mans, ~ Bottor than Tho Host. 
42,000 Schools adopt the Metlwd 
in a Single Term. 
MAPS AND OBJECT DRAWING FOR SCI;IOOLS . 
COMPRI~:NG:- 1'wenty.o"e finely colored and mounted 
maps. Twenty .eight diagrams of the larger divisions and 
States of the world -compared as to a rea and popUlation 
Nu","ou,f geometrical figures, animal, mechanical and'land: 
scape pla tes, with an ins trument so adjusted as to enable a 
pupil to draw with ease and elegance, an exact co! ,. of these 
forms or any book Illustrations, N o machinery excep t an 
extension a rm ~hich serves as a crayon holder. 
ESTERBItOOX & CO.'S 
STEELPENS 
Especuiny adapted ' for Schools and Business purposes." Th;e most 
popular Pens in use." Unsurpassed in qual~ty, and of Genuine American 
l4a.nutacture. For Sale by all Dealers. 
WAREHOUSE, 26 JOHN STREET, NEW YO'tK. 
Samr.~, ~aining 6 Pen", liP";' by Mail/or 10 ~ 
'Three Great Oities of the Weit 
The entire Train., oon8llitlng or..an entirely new and superior equlpmpot (If nag~g,­
(lar., Day Oalr8, Smoking Can, Palace RecUnln/: Chair Carll ano PlIl ,mlln 
Palaoe Sleeping Carll, rUn through direct, without change, from 
CHICAGO TO KANSAS CITY, 
OHICAGO 'TO ST. Louis. and 
ST. LOUIS TO KANSAS CITY. 
NO EXTRA GHARGEFOR SEATS IN PALACE RECLlNIWG CHAIR CARS 
UNION DEPOTS IN CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS AND KANSAS CITY. NO GHANGEOF GA'RS{ 8~}g::~ :~::t:~n:~~~~ty. Chlcago an'd Peorlo. ond ' 
:a:m'X'~:m:mN St. Louis and I~ansas City. 
Tbe best and quickest rontc from CHICAGO t\l 
MEKPmS, KOBILB, NBW ORLEANS AND ALL POIN~S SOUTH VIA ST. LOUIS. 
- 'X'h... Shori; Lin... i;o 
MISSouRI, AR.KANSAS, TEXAS. KANSAS, NEBRASKA, . 
COLOR.ADO. NEW MEXICO. ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA, &c. 
The Great EXCWI'sion Route between the North and SOt/fll, and to 
Kansas Lands andCoZorado Health Resorts and . 
Mining Districts. 
~ea1_ 1.:a. Pa1ace D1.:a.i.:a.5 Oar_. 75 Oe:a.'ta. 
For Tlcketa and InformatIon apply at any Coupon Ticket Office In the United Slates and Canada, or to 
JAMES CHARLTON, General Passenger And TIcket Agent, Corner Dearborn lind Adams Stree", ChIcago. 
J. C. McMULLIN. General Manager, Chicago. 
PENSIONS! .STANDARD WORKS 
Any wound or injury. or any disease. howcver 
slight the disability. entitles a soldier of the late 
war to a pension, Thousllnds are yet entitled, 
PenaloDII lly new law begin back at day of dis· 
Jharge. Widows. Children under IG yem'S,. depEm-
dent mothers. fathers. also brothers ana sisters 
under 21 years. are entitled to a pension, Pension 
laws are now more liberal than formerly. and 
many'are entitled to better rates. Many are yet 
entitled to bounty and do not know it. 
I will procure patenta for Inventors. both In this 
country and In Europe. 
Al'PLY AT ONeIL 
Having had several yean' experience In ' the 
largest Law and Claim omce In WlI8hingionJ D. C., J ~a.ra.nteesatlsfa.ction and a saving to you Of two 
to three months' time than by corresponding with 
an attorney at 'Washington. 
Send two stamJlll for pension and bounty laW\ 
Addreall TAYLOR FITZGERA Ln, Attomey 0.1 




The School Bullelin. monthly. per year. 
S 000 Regents' Questiollf, complete, with Keys, 
Alden's Ji-'irst Principles of Political Economy 1 
Bardoen's Common.school Law. 
" Roderick Burne, 
DeGraff's School-room Guide. 
U If Chorus, 
If If Song Budget, 
Beebe's First SteJls Among Figures. 
Hoose's Studies hi Articulation, . 
" Metbods of Teaching. 
Bulletin Class 'RecordA ' . 
Bulletin Speller; and l..ompoSlllon.book, each. 
Well's By.rem of Penmanship. witb Guide. 
















DAVIS. BARDEEN & CO .• Pul-Iishers. 
Syracu.e, N, Y. 
5 '0 ELEGANT CARDS. FIFTY STYLES. with name. 10 cent •• 40 TRANSPARENT. 10 cent.. Stamps taken, 
PEARL CO,. Brocklort. N. Y. 
CHANDLER SCIENTlFIC 'DEPT. 01 Dartmouth , College. IJberaI Education on a scientific basis, $5 to $20 per day at home • .8al.lples wonb 5s fre Addial Prof. E. R. RUGGLES, Hanover, N. H. . cpo ' Addres. STINSON 8t Co" Fonl"nd, Main 
My advertisement in the W.EEKLY./>ays oetter 
'nan in any otner paper.-A. C. 'Mason, Jackson. 
ville. III. 
Number J8~ 
MRS. LYDIA E. PINKHAM, . 
OF LYN MASS. 
DISCOVERER OF . 
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S 
VEGE'rABLE COMPOUND. 
The ..positive Cure 
For all Female Complaints. 
Thts preparation, as its name Signlft.CB, consists 01 
VelletD.ble Prope.·t1es thILt are harmJess to tho most del 
IClLtelnvILUd, Upon one trial the merits of this Com 
pound wIll be recognlzcd, as reliet is immedIato; ant 
when its u80is continued, in ninety-nine cases in a bun 
dred, apennanentcurolsetfccted,as thouso.nds will tea 
tlty. On account of its proven merits, it Is to-dayre 
commended and prescribed hy the best physicians Il: 
tho country, 
It will cure entirely the worst form of falUn, 
ot the uterus, Leucorrhrua, irregular and prunlu 
Menstruation, all Ovarion Troub,es, lnfla.mma.t1on anc 
Ulceration, FloodIngs, all DIsp1D.cements and the con. 
sequent spina.! weakness. and Is especla.lly adapted t( 
'the Change of LIte. It ,,111 di880lve and expe'l tumorl 
trom the utcrusinan early stage ot development. TIlt: 
tendency to cancerous humors there is checked vcr, 
lpeedily hy its use, 
In filet it has proved to be the great 
est and best remedy that has ever been discover 
ed. It permeates every portion of the system. and glvCl 
now Ilteand vigor. It removes falntness,ftatulency, de 
.troys ILlleraving for stimulants, and reUeves weakn.., 
of the stolDlLeh 
It cure. Bloating. Headaches. Nervous Prostration 
Genera.i Debillty. Sleoplessn.... Depression and Indi 
gestlon, That feeling of bearing down. causing pain 
...elght and backache, 18 ilIways permanently cured h, 
Its use. It will at all times. and under all clrcumstan 
ceo, act In harmony with the IILw that governs the 
tema1osystem. ' 
For JpdneyComplaluts ot either sex this compound 
18 unsurpl\ssed. 
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetabltl Compound 
Is prePl!l"'d at 233 and 2S5 Western Avenue. Lyon.-' 
Price 11.00. Six bottles tor 85.00. Sent by wallin the 
torm of pl\1s. also In the torm ofLozeoges, on receipt 
of price. ,1.00. per box. for either. !Irs. PINKHAltI 
freely answers IIJlletters of, Juqulry. Send for pam· 
phlet. Address ... above Mention thl. paper. 
No tamI1y should be without LYDIA E. PJNKHAll' 
LIVER PILLS. They C1fre ConstipatIon.: Billouan ... 
1Dd Torpidity ot the LIver. 20 cents per box. 
MORRISO;N, PLmIMER &: CO .• Clucago, Dl. 
~~~I~~~!~op~e~a~hf,90~c~,~e~e! School8, Fire Alilrms, Farms, etc. FUr L r . .  WARRANTED. CRtftlogue sent Free . VANDUZEN & TIF1'. Cil.ci,nnati. O~ 
$66 ' a ~veek il! your own lown. Terms and Ss o~tfit free Address H HALLETT &.Co .• Portland. MaIne, 
REWARDS OF MERIT. Teacbers' price list free. ~ample, 
fOTloc.(silverorstamps)F.E . .Adams. H,Il N Ii 
B 0 0 K S· for salecbeap. BooksboughtandeJ changed, H. F. Bun. Palmyra, NY 
SOUDER'S CHICAGO 
'Su.s:l.:n.ess Ooi.1ege, 
'78 and.80 W. Madison St" Chicago. Il!, ,Est!,blish~d (or 
ten yean and is a large and prosperous Inslilutlon wlIb an 
eX'eosiTe Business Excbange department. .' 
Students can enter at any time. Six months lutlon .. s· 
Send for circularS giving full particull!fl. . . .' 
J, J. SOUDER, Proprietor 
